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-CHAPTER I 
IN'l'RODUCTION 
This is an exploratoey stud7 of the process of Mental Health 
Consultation. This stud7 covers five consecutive consultation sessions 
lasting one hour each or a total of five hours. These were regularly 
scheduled in-service school consultation sessians held at a Mental 
Health Center. The sessions which took place during Januaey and Feb-
ruary of 1959 were selected for this atud7. The participating school 
group consisted of both Element&r7 and JUDior High School Adjustment 
Counsellors frca the Nllle school qat-. However the focus of the 
stud7 is on the El.ement&r7 school group. Or.U.y the cases in which the 
El.ement&rJ' school group participated iD discussion were included. Four 
of the five sessions were held jointly. .lppro.xim&tely two aad one-half 
hours of the total five hours consultation tiae included in the study • 
were used for case discussion in ~ch the Elementar,y School group 
participated. 
Mental Health Consultation is a new ancilliar,y service to the 
school s;rstem. It is one approach in the field of preventative ps;r-
chiatey aiJRed at better cOllllUJlity coverage through helping the teachers 
and school administration make better uae of their professional skills 
within the framework of their professional functioning. An important 
factor of Mental Health Consultation with the schools• is the goal of 
obtaining :maxi:ll.um results in a 1lin:iJRalll amount of time. It involves 
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both direct contact with the teacher and administration in the school 
setting as well as regularlJ scheduled conference sessions with school 
adDd.Distrati ve groups outside of the school systea. 
In this stuq, during appro.xi.ll&tel7 two and one-half hours of 
conaultation time, the El.eaentar;y School group participated in the dis-
cussion of thirt;y-one referrals which consisted of twent7-two children 
and Dine children referred twice. These were explored to determine the 
age and grade, reason for referral, source of referral, type of school 
problema, and activit)" of the participating conference m.-.bers. 
In that the writer observed a good deal of activit)" with the nine 
children referred twice, they were examined separatel7 in relation to 
the above categories, to determine particul.arl7 the types of school prob-
lema involved, and the consultation services givea. 
Because of tae writer's background of protective work in a dis-
trict setting, the amount of resource material shared b7 various disci-
plines during the school consultation sessions, as well as tae realit7 
testing involving multiple factors iD the child's total life situation, 
and joiat cooperation in case planning, were particularly significant. 
The method of data collection for this study was non-participant 
process recordiDg. A schedule was drawn up previous to the study. The 
consultations occurred at the South Shore Guidance Center in Quine)". 
This is one of the sixteen Mental Health Centers in Massachusetts under 
the state division of Mental Hygioe in tae Department of Public Health. 
To Quine)" and seven surrounding towns, it offers a program of diagnostic 
and treatment services for the child and extended consultation services 
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to the police departaent. courts. schools. and health organizations. 
In-service consultations are scheduled regularl.7 with the school and. 
probation officers. At the time tais study was done research projects 
were going on concerned with crisis cases. the causes of delinquenc7• 
and learni.Dg difficulties. including apllasia. The Quinc7 South Shore 
Guidance Center is also a aodel for workers in training. 
CHAPI'ER II 
REVI1M OF LITERATURE 
Mental Health Consultation is one of the most discussed phenomena 
in American life today. It is a crucial process that has not been s:rs-
tematicall:r examined. It is not know.n to what exteut the theoretical 
goals, metbeda and techniques of ccmaul.tation, about which auch has been 
written, are eftectivel.7 employed. 
Mental health consultatiou have beeB practiced for ;rears in J11&D7 
different fields but onl.7 in approxblately the last ten years has soae 
effort been made to "develop a systematic framework so that different 
consultation techniques can be explicitl7 defined in such a way that con-
sultants can be taught which techniques to emplo;r in different cases • .J=/ 
This special contribution to the field of mental health couilltation was 
published first in 1955 and later in 1959 by Dr. Gerald Caplan of' the 
Harvard School of' Public Health and consultant to the Massachusetts state 
Division of Mental Hygiene. Dr. C&plan is the aost prOili.nent leader in 
the field of' aental health consultation today. His material is based on 
his uperience with a consultation pregraa which vas set up in Israel in 
1947• This prograa wrked with the child care and education workers of 
the Youth Ali;rall :n.igrant CAildreD's Or&anization. In 1952 Dr. Caplan 
caae to the Harvard School of Public Health, cOIIbining his experience in 
J:6.ra1d C&plan, Concepts of' Mental Healta and Coasultation, P• 183. 
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Israel with LiBdeman and Vaughn, wt:ao 1lad been world.ng with the Wellesley 
HUIUD Relatio:m.s Service to develop a consultation progr&Ja for the staff 
of the Wellesley- School Syst-.. These ideas began to be tried out on a 
state level in 1959 by- Dr. C&pl.an and Dr. warren T. Vaughn, Jr., then 
director of the Massachusetts state Division of Mental Hygiene. 
In 1959 Dr. Caplu wrote that the purpose of systematizing a 
framework of reference for consultation techniques vas so that the whole 
method can be used as a part of an organized program of community psy-
chiatl7• Tb.e following is a review of Dr. Caplan's concepts, categories, 
and techniques of mental health consultation, particularly in relation to 
school personnel. Dr. Caplan states that mental health consultation as a 
development at the Harvard School of Public Health represents one approach 
to preventative psy-chiat17. 
Definitiom of Terms 
Mental health consultation is a special kind of interaction pro-
cess between two professional people whereby a consultant helps a con-
sultee to solve a mental health probl• within the framewrk of his 
usual professional functioning. Unlike psychotherapy, it is concerned 
with enabling the consultee to Bake better use of his professional skills, 
knowledge and capacities. It is work-centered. rather than psychothera-
peutically case-centered on the iatrapsychic disturbances of the con-
sultee. It has aa educational as wll as helping goal and therefore :u.y 
be classified as one method of in-service training. Dr. C&plan stated. 
that while help is being given the conaultee in dealing with the 
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presentiDg problem., he is also being eclucateci in order that he will be 
able in tlle future to handle sillil.ar problems in the same or other client 
in a aore effective manner than in the past. 
By consultee we aean the care-tald..!g person delegated by the com-
aurdty to take care of people when they are in trouble. These care-
taking people ~ be peripheral persons in the famil1 circle, nurses, 
social workers, pediatricians, foreaen in a facto17 or &D7 individuals 
who are responsible :for the healthy functioning of a group of persons in 
society. The client is the member of the cCIIIIRUllity who is in difficulty. 
Dr. C&plan writes that the pri.Jiaey' .-phasis of preventative psy-
chiatl"1' at the present time is on seeing the indi 'Vidual as a part of 
a field of :forces. You never deal with just the indirldual. If you are 
coneideriDg helping an indirldual by :raeans of consultation to take care 
of his clients, you must also consider the cOJII!Ilm:ity structure in which 
he works. You aust know scaetldng abeut the CQ1!1111mi ty which surrounds 
the individual care-taking agent and 'ldlich impinges not only on him but 
also upon the client. We see therefore, that mental health consultation 
takes particular cognizance of the :fact taat there are care-taking people 
in the cam.unity, important to a relatiTely large number of other people 
who are to s011e extent dependent upon the:ra, especially when they are in 
trouble. Unlike psychotherapy or psychiat17, this concept of cOJDlUnity 
mental health services involves an org&Dizational pyramid of care-taking 
people. The most Aighly trained people are used on the top level, with 
each person dealing with a number of people lower down in the pyramid, 
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rather than the most highly trained people dealing with the client on an 
individual basis. This is the reverse of the situation in therapeutic 
programs where people who are actual.l7 in contact w.itl'l the clients llUst 
be specialists. It is therefore the taeoretical structural planning for 
better use of skilled personnel aiaed at a broader base of community 
coverage than previously offered by treatment centers for care of indi-
Vidual cases. The consultant here is constantly in touch with groups of 
care-taki.Dg people in the cOJatunity to whom the person in trouble turns 
when he is in a stress situation. 
A stress is a situation which cannot be solved by old mechanisms 
of probl• sol v1ng and requires the individual to seek new ways of 
adopting the internal pressures of instinctual drive to the external 
dem&llda of reality. "He llUst find new va7s of organizing inner drives 
in relation to tl:le outside world.. J/ and depends in great aeasure upon 
the external support of surround:ing ke7 people. The suppert may come 
froa tw sources. One source is the client's culture where the dis-
tilled w.isdoa of the ages predetendnes that supportive people should 
rally around the client in a certain W&7 for a certain period of tiae. 
The second source of support for the client in a stre• situation comes 
fraa inter-personal relationships. SUch a stress situation constitutes 
a crisis or a temporary state of emotional disequilibrium. This is not 
equated w.ith mental illness or pathology, but occurs in all people, both 
mentally healthy and mentally ill. The important concern of the consul-
Ylbid., P• 37· 
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tation m.ethod of preventative caamunjty mental health pregram is not so 
much that the person is in a state of disequilibrium or crisis, but if 
the solution of this conflict v.lll liOVe the client toward mental health 
or mental ill health. 
In discussing the structural framework with a theoretical back-
ground tor programs of preventative psychiatry, Dr. Caplan hypothesizes 
that 
the outcGJRe of a crisis or a persoa in eaotional disequilibrium 
is governed by the kind of interaction wbich takes place during 
that period between the ke7 figures in his eaotional milieu. 
Their help or hindrance li&Y be crucial in decidin& ... lfhether the 
outcae vill be mental healtll or Mlltal ill healthV. • • 
During the period ot unstable equilibrilJJil of a crisis a lllinimal 
force exerted. by one of these care-taking agents may be all that 
is necess&r7 to tip the eaetioD&l. balance toward an equilibrium 
of mental health or a disequilibriua of m.ental ill health. Once 
the balance has been tipped, it stabilises in the new equili-
brium •••• 
The implications tor preventative ps7chiatry are obvious. If 
tae eare-tald.ng agents can be helped. to intervene appropriately, 
when their clients are in crisis, the7 •Y exert a far reaching 
effect b7 methods which are econOJiical eno1l&h in ti.Jae and energy 
to justify the hope of community coverage.~ 
Dr. Caplan emphasizes that during the long period of time between human 
infancy and maturity the child is in alllost a constant state of dis-
equilibrium. He experiences a constant push toward. growth involving the 
instinctual drives in a long learning process where society is s:imul.-
taneously placiDI new demands for clluge on him. Therefore the child 
J/Ibid., P• 185. 
Jjj Ibid., P• 186. 
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JUre frequentlJr than the adult needs to "turn to people around him to 
lend hilll a hand • .,2/ The family circle is most important but also there 
are others such as teachers.. The child particularlJr, is aore dependent 
on groups of people to have his needs preceived correctlJr, respected, 
and gratified. Dr. C&plan notes that the ataosphere in the family and 
in the different inter-personal relations in other comaunity groups con-
stantly effects the child's emotional health. 
Four categories of Mental Health Conaul.tation 
It has been observed that all does not always go well with the 
care-taking people in their ability to clearly perceive, respect and 
gratify the needs or the client. Dr. C&plan states that the goal or 
consultation is to achieve a free emotional relationship between the 
consultee and the client so that the consultee can be sensitive to the 
client's needs as his native capacities and acquired knowledge allow, 
and so that he can react to these needs tmhampered by tensions derived 
tram his own emotional conflicts. A consultant must begin by assessing 
two things; first, what pattern of factors led to the consW.teets diffi-
culty; secondly, what pattern of factors led to the request for consul-
tation? 
For the purpose of discussion Dr. C&plan has separated mental 
health consultation with schools into four main difficulties or cate-
gories. At the same time he recognizes that in arr:r case discussion all 
2f Ibid., P• 40. 
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four categories may be involved in "'"&l7iDg degrees. He points out that 
it makes no difference if you begin with the general and go to the par-
ticular or vice versa. since we are dealing with a circular syst• within 
which all is related and interacts with each other. 
Four types of categories or difficulties brought to mental health 
consultation with the school personnel have been delineated by Dr. C&plan 
as; first. situations where help is needed in case insight; secondly, 
where action help is needed in implementing a special plan for the child; 
thirdl.y, where help is needed due to the consul tee's state of crisis; and 
lastly, where help is neecied due to the social system problems of the 
school. Dr. C&plan obseJ'Ves that 
whatever the tJPe of mental health consultation, its success is 
in considerable measure based on the quality of the emotional 
relationship which has been built up between the consultee and 
the consultant. The importance of this relationship is least in 
ease insight. most in consultee cristg, and intermediate in action 
help and admini.strati ve consultation.£~ · 
In case insiAAt • the problea is the consul tee's lack of knowledge 
of the psychological needs of the cbild. If the consultee can be helped 
to understand the client's situation and the forces in his environment 
which are responsible for perpetuating his trouble. he then will be able 
to find his own measure of helping the client by using his usual pro-
fessional skills and the resources of his institution. In situations 
needing case insight the consultee is genuinely puzzled as to the reasons 
for the client's behavior. 
£/Ibid., P• 202. 
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In action help the consultee lacks the lmovledge or opportunity to 
enlist skills of others either inside or outside of his institution in 
order to meet the special problems of the child. Actual lack of special-
ized facilities within the institution may also be a contributing factor. 
The consultant can help by collaborating with the consultee in working 
out a plan of action. Dr. C&plan also adds taat one type of skill which 
the consultant will often be called upon to help the consultee with will 
be that of better use of the self in the professional setting. He also 
observes that such training is still llissilag frOJII. the curriculum of many 
pre-professional educational institutions and until it is introduced 
mental health consultation :u.y well fill the gap. 
Where help is needed due to the consul tee's being in crisis, the 
consultee's perception of the client -.y be colored by his own emotional 
identification with the client's difficulty. This reactivates unsettled 
segmented parts of the consultee's personality which results in a gener-
alized anxious emotional state. The consultee can then perceive the 
client only as a stereotype of certain kinds of problems such as aggres-
sion, hostility, rather than perceiving the client as a human being 1n 
trouble. Because the consultee's professional functioning is impaired, 
he reacts with displacement and projections of his own unsolved difficul-
ties onto the client. In other eases, crisis in the eonsultee may have 
preceded the crisis 1n the client 1 and be an important factor in preeipi-
tatin& the latter. Also the consultee's crisis may be due to situational 
factors associated with current probleaa in the professional setting or 
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in the consultee's private life. Dr. C&plan states that the consultee's 
segmental problem is not discussed uplicitly or directly in regard to 
himself but is once removed in relation to the client. The emotional 
support of the consultation relationship is then utilized to help the 
consultee gain a more objective perception of his client's probl~ 
Help vith social system problems involves situations where the 
communication network within the school or between the school and other 
parts of the school system or with outside agencies, has either not 
existed previously or has beca.e blocked. Another factor may be con-
fusion as to the role in the authority system of the school system. Dr. 
Caplan observes that social system problems often contribute both to 
action difficulties which require case planning, as well as consultee 
crisis. 
In order to help with social system problems the consultant may 
work directly or indirectly with the administration in regard to managing 
policy, making suggestions on organizational practices, or personnel 
management, etc. The indirect administration consultations involves 
helping key people who are in crisis, and may be responsible for ini-
tiating the social system's difficulties. Instances where there is a 
duplicate request to confer with the administration in regard to a con-
sultee crisis present further difficulties due to possible communication 
leaks. Dr. Caplan. said that the teacher in crisis will have difficulty 
in building up the relationship of trust necessary for consultation if 
she learns that the consultant discusses her personality difficulties 
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with her superior. One approach has been to use different consultants 
for the administration and for the teacher. Because the consultant may 
be asked to gi:ve help in more than one of the four principal areas 1 it 
is very important that he be explicitly aware of what his goals are in 
any particular situation. It is also most illportant for the consultant 
to build up a relationship with the key people in the school authority 
system in order to maintain a sanction to operate which, if lost, would 
jeopardize the whole prograa. 
Prepari.D& the Ground for Consultation 
Before consultation can take place, it is essential that the 
channels of cCDIIIUD.ication be built up and maintained between the con-
sulteets institution and the consultaatts agency. A lengthy period of 
time is needed to build up these relationships within an organizational 
structure. Also this needs to be a continuous ongoing process. It in-
volves a process of cOllllllUl'li.t7 organisation, and is an illportant part of 
the training of the consultants. Dr. Caplan's experience has found the 
folloving four points of procedure sigD:i.ticant. First the consultant's 
base of operation should be outside of the consulteets institution and 
his home agency should be administratively separated from the consultant's 
institution. An annual contract for consultation services should be 
drawn up whether money is paid or not, in order to formalize the official 
sanction under which the program will operate. The main reason for em-
phasizing an organizational structure where the consultant is an offi-
cially invited outsider is that this protects hill from becoming involved 
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in different pressures and interest groups within the institution and 
enables hila to be a more neutral unbiased figure. Secondly Dr. Caplan 
feels that if the consultant is a part of the social system of the con-
sultee' s institution tlds would inevitably close certain channels of 
comraunication to him and might hamper hie freedom to make privileged 
communication to people of his choiee. 
Secondly, sanction is needed not only from the top administration 
level of the school system but peraission to operate has to be negotiated 
on all levels of the acblinistration hierarchy. This has to be continu-
all.y renewed as the program progresses. The consultant must make sure 
that he has regular contact with the principal, superintendent of 
schools, superintendent of education, heads of guidance and perhaps 
heads of departaents. 
Thirdly, a consultant must be careful not to identify with any 
special clique who JU.y initially request service, but be aware immedi-
ately of all key authoritative figures and the importance of building up 
a broader relationship with those responsible for the total school 
system. As Dr. C&plan states, although initial entry into an institution 
may often be ude in an opportunistic manner as a result of an invitation 
by a peripheral member of the system., an essential early goal is to map 
out the authority pattern of the institution and to work as quickly as 
possible toward contacting all the key figures in order to explain the 
program and obtain their approval. 
Fourthly, the consultants aheuld have as direct contact with the 
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consultee as possible at the time the consultee is having trouble rather 
than through a second intermediate person. For example direct contact 
with a teacher having difficulty is preferable to secondary contact 
through a guidance counselor or principal. Dr. Caplan states that the 
time, place and person should be as close to the trouble as possible. 
This accomplishes two things. One, it allows the consultant to obtain a 
first hand, undistrubed view of the forces at work, and secondly it 
allows him to exert a maximally effective influence in tipping the bal-
ance in a crisis situation. There are two obstacles to prevent the con-
sultant from directly reaching the person in difficulty. One is based 
on fear and a misperception of the mental health consultant's role be-
cause of a lack of trust in a new relationship with an outside profes-
sional person. The principal may react protectively to shield teachers 
who have problems. Guidance directors may fear the mental health con-
sultant will displace and overlap their own role in the institution. Dr. 
C&plan says that the consultant must realize that he will only be able to 
use consultation techniques, after he has succeeded in demonstrating to 
the leaders by a patient process that they can trust him. This often 
takes a very long time. The second barrier to direct cDntact with client 
is the collective defense system of the institution which becomes apparent 
in the way the consultant is first manipulated by the school staff. This 
shows in the roles which are projected onto the consultant and ways in 
which he is manipulated in inter-personal relations. This is the school's 
collective means of protecting its members from common anxieties. Dr. 
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Caplan brings out the importance of respecting these defenses. An essen-
tial feature of cur schools' mental health consultation techniques is 
that they are designed to operate with as little interference as possible 
with the existing defense, either group or individual, so that the least 
resistance will be aroused. Ma:xiJIIUI!l result Dl&l be obtained in the shor-
test time, at least under these conditions where a crisis problea has 
brought important forces to the surface of awareness and where rise of 
tension has stimulated mobilization of individual group resources. 
The consultant should at first permit manipulation, thereby re-
specting the collective defense system of the institution. This is also 
an opportunity for the consultant to learn what kind of social and cul-
tural pattern exists in the school. After this occurs he can then de-
cide in what ways he will try to alter the pattern in order to give him-
self the best working conditions. This should be done cautiously. 
Lastly, it takes a long time to help tlle consul tee to see the 
consultant as "a helpful professional worker and a trustworthy human 
being • .z/ School personnel have stereotype perceptions of an outside 
professional person whose role is new. Dr. Caplan points out that the 
more possibility there is for interaction between consultant and con-
sultee in connections with items of joint uperience, and the mere con-
sistent is the consultant's behavior based on the explicit awareness of 
his own role, the more opportunity there is for the consultee to test 
1/ Ibid., P• 199. 
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the limits of his functioning and to develop a reality based set of per-
ceptions of him. Dr. Caplan astutely remarks also that this is not a 
one-sided proposition and the consultant needs to be aware that he also 
has the task of getting to know the consul tee, to understand the respect 
him as a fellow human being and colleague of a sister profession. 
Techniques of Mental Health Consultation 
Only after the consultation services have both been sanctioned by 
the administrative hierarchy and a relationship involving a degree of 
trust has begun to develop with the school personnel, can the consultant 
then have an opportunity to use his techniques. In case insight the con-
sultant is active only in giving infor.mation of psychological functioning 
of the child. He then retires to allow the consultee to handle the situa-
tion with his own professional skills vithin the resources of his insti-
tution. In regard to giving information of the ps;ychological functioning 
of the child it is essential that the consultant use simple understandable 
language to describe human behavior and avoid ps;ychological or psychiatric 
term:l.nology as much as possible. The main eraplaasis should be limited to 
an understanding of the client's functioning within the contents of the 
consultee's institution. Joint observation of the client by both con-
sultant and consultee is helpful since it makes possible joint discussion 
of a cOllllon experience in a setting which is caafort.able for the con-
sultee. Special investigation such as tests of the client by the consul-
tant should be done only under exceptional circumstances. 
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Action help. The consultant is active in discovering resources 
but inactive in implementing a plan. He leaves the decision as to which 
plan to use up to the consultee, but has a responsibility to point out 
different alternatives. It is important that the consultant not super-
impose a mental health consultant plan on the consultee but leave him 
free to work out his own characteristic plan. The consultant therefore 
acts as a supporter and clarifier. 
Direct administration consultation. Dr. Caplan frankly wrote in 
1959 that since this was the area of mental health consultation about 
which we have the least experience so far, a detailed discussion of 
techniques must await further exploration. He suggests that areas to be 
explored are contributions which 1J1J&7 be made by mental health consultants 
who are specialized in psychological needs of people and in their rela-
tion to the unconscious inter-personal functioning, with contributions 
which may be made by adrainistrators or social scientists who are special-
ized in the area of organizational structure and group functioning. 
Another possible area for exploration 110Ul.d be the defining of the 
boundaries of problems of different interest groups among school per-
sonnel and mediation between different goals and conflicting interest 
groups. It might be that there is a generic fund of theoretical and 
technical knowledge which is widely applicable, and these principles 
could be defined. 
In consultee crisis situations the main techniques are; segmental 
tension reduction and dissipation of the stereotype. In segmental 
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tension reduction the consultant first identifies with a particular part 
of the client's problem which is linked to the segmental problem of the 
consultee. The next step is to discuss the problem in a relaxed and 
reality based way so that the consultee may identify with the consul-
tant's less anxious attitude and will lose some of his exaggerated fear 
and guilt about the problem. This is done by discussing the client 
directly or some other similar case the consultant has known. The im.-
portant part of this technique is that the problem is not discussed 
directly but discussed only indirectly through implication. A direct 
approach would be too threatening. 
For example in a problem of fear of loss of control the consul-
tant may point out that the child's hostile behavior is caused 
by his fear of abandonment and his attempt to provoke nurturing 
interaction from people around him by his over-activity. • • • 
The implication is that even a child can find ways to control 
his hostile impulses8:i,t he finds soae Jlle&ll8 of satisfying his basic need for love.~ 
This approach deals with the question of control as a side issue and 
would be easier for the teacher to accept than a frontal attack on the 
problem of loss of control about which he is so frightened. 
Dissipation of the stereotzpe is accomplished by the consultant 
drawing attention to the individual aspects of the client during a joint 
discussion of the client's activities. The method employed is to involve 
the consultee in a joint search for the "special human meaning of the 
client's reaction. ,:tJ The consultant states his perceptions of the client 
y' Ibid., P• 208 • 
.2/Ibid., P• 209. 
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and little by little gradually encourages the consultee to express his 
perceptions of the client. The consultant takes special care to use the 
consultee's language and not his own professional jargon in order to 
promote closeness of the consultee and client. If successful the con-
sultee suddenly perceives his client in a realistic way undistorted by 
the stereotype of his own intra-psychic problems. The next therapeutic 
step is to allow the consultee to use his professional energies toward 
solving the client's problem. This is an appropriate time to wean the 
consultee toward independence since there is a strengthening of his self-
esteell and gratification from being able to "solve his previousl7 in-
soluable problell." This is his own problem he is solving, once rsoved 
in the client. D,ynamica.lly the consultant decreases the super-ego which 
is wielding a big whip on the consultee due to his guilt about lessening 
of his usual professional functioning, and due to his fear of criticism 
from his superior. The consultant through a mild transference lends ego 
strength which the consultee introject& in his final ability to handle 
his own professional problems more capably. 
Techniques for avoiding pszcho-therapz. Dr. Caplan states that 
the avoidance of psycho-therapy is one of the corner stones of the mental 
health consultation method. It is directly made explicitly clear that 
the consultant is not responsible for handling the private personality 
problems of the consultee. When they are brought up by the consultee it 
is appropriate for the consultant to make this clear quite directly. The 
consultant does not identify with the consultee's anxiety but instead he 
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uses reassurances and suggestion that personal problems need not prevent 
the consul tee from handling the client's problem. The consultant t s 
attitude is based on generalization that everyone has intra-psychic 
difficulties and the usual wa:y to handle th• is to work them out in 
real life. If this process fails the consultant may suggest that there 
are facilities for psycho-therapy which one may turn to if he is suffi-
ciently motivated. 
The consultee may feel rejected if help is denied with his per-
sonal problems and this is important in that it may damage the positive 
relationship necessary for consultation. This can be handled by focusing 
back on the client-consultee relationship and giving the consultee per-
mission to have personal emotional probl.a without feeling ashamed or 
guilty. Dr. Caplan clarifies this by uplaining that the goal is to 
help the consultee to be more tolerant of his personal problems rather 
than to accept his invitation to analyze thea. Again Dr. Caplan points 
out that the focus of consultation is on the consultee-client problem 
and this is what makes the consultation process so safe. It avoids 
arousing resistances which are the inevitable consequence of the psycho-
therapeutic process. "The practical point of avoiding psycho-therapy is 
that it allows consultation to evolve with a miDimum. resistance and 
maxi mum. speed • .J:9/ 
~Ibid., P• 211. 
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SummarY of Mental Health Concepts, categories, and Techniques 
In summary the goal of the mental health consultation process is 
to enable the consultee to solve a mental health problem of his client 
within the scope of his professional functioning. This is one approach 
to preventative community psychiatry. It is based on the expectation 
that the consultee in turn will be better able to pass along to less 
skilled care-taking people his improved understanding of mental health 
practice and that by using the most highly trained and skilled profes-
sional personnel to help care-taking persons in the community • who are 
responsible for large groups or people. there will then be more hope for 
community coverage than when skilled personnel is used only for indi-
vidual therapy. Mental health consultation is based on the concept that 
a child's emotional health is dependent to a large extent on a multiple 
field or forces or ~ care-taking people on whom he is particularly 
dependent for source or nurture. understanding and healthy gratification 
of his needs as he passes through multiple crises in childhood. It is 
also based on the concept that many crises occur before pathology sets 
in and intervention on the healthy side of a solution to a crisis situa-
tion may avoid the development or pathological illness later in lite. 
There are multiple pressures of an intra-personal as well as 
inter-personal nature together with those or a social and cultural nature 
peculiar to the structure of the consultee's institution. which ma:y limit 
the consultee's potential use of his professional skill. There are four 
types of categories or difficulties which are presented by the consultee 
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in school consultations. They are caused by lack of lmowledge of the 
psychological functioning of the child, lack of knowledge and ability 
to use the professional self in seeking out or evolving adequate sources 
of referral for special needs of the child within and without the con-
sultee's institution; there are personal intra-psychic disturbances of 
the consultee which decrease professional functioning because of iden-
tifying with the client's problem as well as social administrative prob-
lems which :may contribute to the consultee's reason for seeking consul-
tation. 
A special setting is required for consultation involving the 
sanction of the community and the sanction of the school administrative 
authority figures in order for the mental health consultant to operate 
within the public schools system. The public school system may offer a 
great deal of resistance due to mutual misperceptions of professional 
images, by both the consultee and consultant, as well as an automatic 
defense system which operates in all institutions to protect its members 
from anxiety. 
Successful consultation is dependent upon dissipation of the 
stereotype of psychiatry, held by the staff of the institution as well 
as by the consultee, and it is completely dependent upon a relationship 
of mutual trust on the part of both agents, the consultee and consultant. 
Techniques of consultation involve reduction of anxiety and con-
fusion by delineation of psychological factors in understandable non-
technical language, action help in case planning in an advisory capacity, 
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emphasis of the individuality of the cases through joint eJq>loration and 
discussion with expressed confidence in professional ability and capacity 
of the consul tee to solve the client's problem., coupled with a con-
sciously directed effort on the part of the consultant to avoid psycho-
therapy with the consultee or focus on his intrapsychic emotional prob-
lems. There must be a firm focus on the consultee-client problem within 
the context of the role of the professional functioning. 
The consultant acts as an external super-ego figure to reduce 
feelings of guilt stemming from the lessening of professional perfor-
mance. As an accessory ego figure the consultant gives understanding 
support and direction necessary to improve and restore the consultee's 
professional functioning. 
The consultant needs to operate in an opportunistic rather than 
a systematic way to diagnose factors involved in both the client and 
consulteets probl~ 
Why is the consul tee presenting this particular client's problem 
at this particular time, is the. crucial question the consultant must de-
termine in order to know What factors have contributed to a disequili-
brium among the field of forces surrounding the child, and to lmow how 
he can help ease the pressures in this field of forces which impinge on 
the consultee and the child at that given moment. 
Important Ares of Mental Health Consultation 
The following areas are important. The over-all important area is 
the quality of relationship involving mutual trust between the consultee 
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and the consultant. There is the area of necessary ground work with 
community organization which must be done to secure community sanctilm 
for mental health services. There is the regular sanction maintenance 
which must be carried on with the authoritative people in the consultee's 
institution. There is the area of keeping channels of communication open 
between the care-taking people in the consultee's institution, the com-
munity and the consultant's institution in order to reach as many care-
taking people as possible. There is the area of preventing mental ill 
health or pathology by healthy intervention of peripheral care-taking 
people early enough in a child's life when he is under stress due to the 
continual crisis situations of growth and learning. There is the area 
of reaching as many care-taking people as possible by enabling care-
taking people on a high administrative level to better use their pro-
fessional skills within their institutions to help the client directly 
or help other care-taking agents in the field of forces surrounding the 
child. There is the area of better use of the professional self through 
education in mental health principles. There is the whole area of hand-
ling mental health problems by therapeutic techniques which involve help 
in interpretation of the psychological functioning of the child in under-
standable non-technical language. There is help in case planning with 
resources both within the school and outside of the school. There is the 
reduction of the consultee's feelings of guilt and anxiety through a mild 
transference whereby there is joint discussion of the individual with the 
consultant acting as an accessor.y super-ego figure and a supporting ego 
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figure to the consultee. There is the area of joint discussion of the 
individual characteristics of the child to break the consultee's stereo-
type and then enabling him to solve the client's problem himself. There 
is the very important area of keeping the focus of the consultation 
limited to the client-consultee relationship within the framework of the 
consultee's institution in his professional performance. 
Mental Health Consultation in Schools 
Mental Health Consultation in schools, is a crucial and much dis-
cussed phenomenon in society today. However there has been no systematic 
exploration of what factors influence school consultation services. Also 
in spite of a great deal being written about the concepts, goals, tech-
niques and methods of Mental Health Consultation in general and Mental 
Health Consultations to the schools in particular, there is speculation 
as to how much theory correlates with the actual practice of school con-
sultations now going on. 
Mental Health Consultation is particularly crucial today since the 
need for Mental Health services exceeds the supply of available trained 
skilled personnel. The field of social work currently finds itself in a 
similar crucial situation of how to best use their limited number of 
available trained personnel to provide better camaunity coverage. There 
is the possibility that same of the factors which influence school Mental 
Health Consultation are significant to large groups of social services 
who for many years have had direct and indirect contact with school sys-
tems without the advantage of specialized training or knowledge of a 
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systematized frame of reference. 
Mental Health Consultation to the schools is particularly crucial 
in the field of Teacher Education in that its concepts have not yet been 
integrated into the curriculum of the teacher's professional academic 
training. Until this does occur Mental Health Consultation to the 
schools may attempt to fill the gap. 
The focus of Mental Health services to the schools is a particu-
larly crucial area in preventative cODDnunity psychiatry, in view of the 
fact that a child spends five hours a day, five days a week in the school 
setting. This occurs during the years of growth and development, when 
success or failure in coping with the constantly changing external de-
mands of reality, and internal instinctual demands, may early set the 
foundation for healthy or unhealthy problem solving. The ecological 
theory of preventative psychiatry from which Mental Health Consultations 
have evolved is based on the concept that there are many crises over a 
period of time, which precede pathology. Timely help from key care-
taking peoplell/ in the child's daily Jlli.lieu may well be the decisive 
factor in tipping the scales toward mental health or mental ill health. 
Also today there are problems of communication between profes-
sions - Teaching, Social Work, and Psychiatry are no exceptions and need 
WGerald Caplan, "The Role of the Social Worker in Preventive 
Psychiatry," Medical Social Work, Vol. IV, No. 4, September 1955. 11In a 
stable culture there are people who are the safeguarding, the caretaking 
agents of the community, who are norma.l.l.y present at the moment of crisis 
in order to help individuals on behalf of the community. • • • At crisis 
time things boil up and you have an opportunity which you never had 
before and which you will not have afterwards." 
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to better understand each other's function and frame of reference so that 
these may be mutu.ally exchanged, translated, and applied, in the respec-
tive professional fields. All three professions are in a period of 
learning more about each other which involves a growing appreciation of 
not only their respective capacities to operate in their particular field 
but their capacities to apply knowledge of another professional field to 
their own. There is need for a face-to-face discussion between all con-
cerned. It is important not only for a psychiatric service to dispel 
misperceptions or stereotypes of themselves in the school setting, but 
for the school to clarify the social worker's and psychiatrist's misper-
ception and stereotypes of the school system.~ It is only through this 
process that a mutual relationship based on professional respect and 
trust may be built up. otherwise even the skills now available among 
professionally trained people cannot be utilized. 
This study was undertaken because of the writer's belief that the 
trend in social work toward agency specialization, concern with the 
intra-personal difficulties of the client, and decrease in emphasis of 
the importance of field visits, has tended toward losing sight of the 
child in his total life situation. All too frequently clients are lost 
between agencies and pertinent information about him is not utilized. 
!Y' Caplan, ~· ~·, PP• 207-208. "Consultants who have little 
knowledge of the detailed operation of a consultee institution will 
usually be pleasantly surprised. They will develop a healthy respect 
for their consultee colleagues, if they will have the faith to act as 
supporters and clarifiers, while the consul tees work out their own 
characteristic ptans.n 
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There is a need for social work to think more in returning to penetrating 
the field of forces in the cammunityll/which impinge on the child and 
on the continuing care-taking people as well as a need to make more effort 
to cooperate more closely with collateral resources in joint case planning. 
This is particularly true in the field of protective case work 
where service is not requested by the client and it is necessary to go 
out into the community, especially in a district setting. Joint planning 
of all agencies involved is a necessity, due to the multi-problem nature 
of protective cases. Intake more often than not begins because of the 
inability of many agencies to help the client gain better equilibrium, or 
use community resources. In addition, at the point of intake an evalua-
tion must be done to determine if it is the referring person or the 
family who are in crisis. Therefore, there is the immediate necessity to 
test the reality of the family's ability to function in so far as this 
relates to the basic needs of the child. Reducing community pressures, 
individualizing the client, in order to secure necessary cooperation by 
breaking through the community rejection is often a continuous process in 
protective work. 
Dr. C&plan sees two main categories or two ma.in types of opera-
tiona which may be effective in offering consultation to school personnel 
~Gerald C&plan, "The Role of the Social Worker in Preventive 
Psychiatry," Medical Social Work, Vol. IV, No. 4, September 1955. "The 
social worker is the expert in environmental factors and the one to 
evaluate the crucial forces which can be handled in a practical way. • • • 
You can learn something of the field from interviewing the mother and 
child in your office. You cannot learn what are the significant parts to 
deal with without actually penetrating the environment." 
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on the mental health problems of their pupils within the framework of 
the school system. His observations are based upon six years of ex-
perience in supervising mental health consultants who have functioned 
within the framework of a variety of school systems. The consultants 
were psychiatrists, psychologists and psychiatric social workers who 
were employed by the Lasker Mental Hygiene Center of Hadassah in Israel 
and the Wellesley Human Relations Service, as well as the Commonwealth 
of Massachusetts Division of Mental Hygiene in the United states. He 
emphasizes that both categories of consultation usually operate within 
the framework of discussion concerning the problems of a specific child 
with emotional difficulties. According to the need of the individual 
case, the child may be evaluated by the consultant and plans made for 
appropriate treatment within the school or through referral to an out-
side source. 
The easence of mental health consultation lies in the use which 
is made of these discussions in order to help the educator to 
achieve greater efficiency in handling of the mental health 
problems of the child and of ottt~:r; children within the educa-
tional framework of the school.~ 
The first category includes two main types of operation; case 
centered consultation and problem centered consultation. This involves 
improving the understanding of the psychological functioning of the 
children and helping the school personnel to make the most effective use 
of their own personalities within the professional framework. It may 
W Gerald C&plan, Mental Health Aspects of Social Work in Public 
Health, P• 250. 
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involve adjustments in organizational problems within the school or 
joint planning on referral to an outside resource. It specifically 
involves the case centered and action-help techniques previously ex-
plained. Dr. Caplan emphasizes that the success or failure of the con-
sultation service will depend largely upon the actual content of the 
consultant's communication and the 
specificity, validity and relevance of his statements regarding 
the psychological functioning of children, and the effective-
ness of bi~ suggestions regarding technical and organizational 
matters.W 
The e.xpertness of the consultant's own technical knowledge and ability 
to communicate this in simple language will be decisive. In that the 
focus of this type of school consultation is on the better use of the 
professional self of the consultee, it is similar to a continuation of 
Teachers' Training. These methods of consultation are mainly organized 
in prolonged series of discussions during which a systematic type of 
emotional training is attempted to help the members grow toward better 
insight into an understanding of their emotional reactions to the inter-
personal relationships within the school with their school contacts. 
They usually take the form of closed group sessions. In such groups 
where members are highly motivated and carefully selected more progress 
can be made than under conditions necessary for the second type of 
school consultation which involves more crisis techniques. 
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The second type of consultation involves methods of focusing on 
the ~ of the consultee's professional self rather than abuse of the 
professional self, with a teacher who is in a state of crisis due to her 
feelings of inadequacy in coping with the child whom she sees as a prob-
lem. Here the consultant may confer with the teacher in the school and 
observe the child. The teacher's crisis may be due to her own linkage 
with the youngster's problem which has reactivated unsettled segmented 
parts of her own personality, or it may be related to inter-personal 
staff relationships within the school, all of which has resulted in a 
reduction of the teacher's usual capacity to function professionally. 
In the heat of the group emotional tension and crisis situation the con-
sultant is under great pressure to evolve an immediate solution. There 
are two reasons why the consultant avoids this and bids for time. One 
reason is to use the emotional energy created and released by the crisis 
situation to build up a relationship with the consultee, and the second 
reason is the need for the consultant to deter.mine from behavioral clues 
which involve attitudes and emotional feelings of the staff toward each 
other and the child in onder to make a correct diagnosis of the area in 
the field of forces which has caused the disequilibrium and resulted in 
the crisis situation. Another source of diagnostic information in this 
type of situation is the consultant's awareness and perception of the way 
in which he is received in the institution and the role which is pre-
scribed to him. It is therefore important that he initially, besides 
bidding for time, allow himself to be manipulated and respect the 
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defenses both of the consultee and the institution in order to accomplish 
the goal of crisis consultation, which is to secure the ~ results 
in a min:i.mum amount of time. While he may contribute technical informa-
tion on his observation of the psychological functioning of the child, 
this is not his primary goal. Particularly in this type of consultation 
he must search for the answer to the question of why was this particular 
child referred at this particular time. Dr. Caplan states 
a not uncoDmon finding is the situation where there is an inter-
penetration of problems, in the network of relationships within 
the social system of the school in the intrapersonal situation 
of one or more teachers, and in the behavior of the referred 
child. As a result of a complicated set of projections and dis-
placements, all these problems may focus onto the difficulties 
of one child, who is percfi~ed by the teacher and his colleagues 
as their central problem.~ 
It is because the consultant is perceived as an authoritative outside 
figure coming in at the time of a crisis situation that the dynamics of 
relationship in regard to the reduction of anxiety previously described 
in crisis techniques, can occur with the consultant becoming the acces-
sory super-ego figure and the supportive ego figure. While there are 
elements of both categories in any consultation service to the schools, 
the consultant's role, his focus and techniques are decidedly different 
in each. 
~Ibid., P• 252. 
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CHAPTER III 
MEI'HODOLOGY 
Scope of study 
This study was done at the South Shore Guidance Center in Quincy. 
During the years 1958 and 1959 regular hourly consultation sessions were 
scheduled twice a month with the Braintree Elementary School Adjustment 
Counselors. At one consultation session each month the Braintree Ele-
mentary School group met by themselves. At the second consultation 
session each month the Braintree Elementary School group were scheduled 
to meet with the Junior High School Adjustment Counselors. Five consecu-
tive consultation sessions attended by the Braintree Elementary School 
Adjustment Counselor~during January and February of 1959 were selected 
for this study. It so happened that four of the five consultation ses-
sions were held jointly with the Junior High School Group, partly due to 
unforeseen circumstances and partly by design so that both groups could 
benefit from lectures. 
For the purpose of this study, which is exploratory, and because 
of the continuing carrying over nature of these consultations, it was 
more important to take the consultations in unstructured sequence how-
ever they evolved rather than to lose the continuity by waiting to ob-
serve only thoseconsultations which the elementary group attended alone. 
!/Hereinafter referred to as s.A.c. 
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The first two sessions were held jointly. In the third session the ele-
mentary group met alone. The fourth and fifth sessions were held jointly 
and a part of the time in each session was used for lectures. 
No attempt was made to record the material given by the Junior 
High S.A.c. in which the Elementary S.A.C. did not participate. However, 
there were three cases where the Elementary S.A.c. did participate be-
cause of knowing the parents, children, or siblings in the elementary 
grades. These were included in the stuQ1. 
In one instanceY the Elementary S.A. c. mentioned a mother of 
a child now in Junior High who had been known to her while 
the child was in the fifth grade. This mother had recently 
contacted the familiar Elementary S.A.c. saying that she 
wanted to confer with the Clinic and was waiting for the 
Clinic to contact her. What ~iJ the Clinic status? The Con-
sultation Clinic Social Worker.21 found from the Clinic index 
books that a diagnostic stuQy had been done during their past 
contact with the family but there was no record of a post-
diagnostic appointment with the mother. The c.s.w. asked the 
diagnostic social worker involved to join the consultation. 
She explained that the mother was not motivated for help at 
the time of the diagnostic study eighteen months ago. The 
child, however, had been seen weekly at the Clinic last year. 
The Elementary s.A.c. offered that the mother was now very 
upset. Before she was not. For the first time, mother was 
talking in terms of emotional not just physical problems. 
The Elementary S.A.c. gave home background information. The 
parents restrict&d the child in every way. The Junior High 
S • .A. c. contributed that the child was now refusing to do his 
work in school. The parents were making him do his work at 
home but he was failing to give it to his teacher. Recently 
the teacher had found work done at home stuffed in the child's 
pocket. School reports in the Clinic record showed that the 
child had been fearful of getting hurt in gym and had poor 
physical coordination. Also, he had had a reading problem 
~Hereinafter referred to as Case 1. 
lfHereinafter referred to as c.s.w. 
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and resented authority. The Junior High S.A.c. offered that 
the child was now messy in his work and with his school 
things. He has no peers outside of school and no contact 
with members of his own class. The parents are demanding. 
The mother is rigid. Decision: Elementary S.A. c. was to 
see the mother again and try for a re-referral to the Clinic. 
At the next conference the Eaementary S.A.c. asked if the 
mother had called the Clinic for an appointment. The c.s.w. 
checked with the diagnostic social worker who had known 
mother before and reported back to the conference group that 
the mother had called the Clinic and had agreed to join a 
mother's therapy group which was meeting that evening. 
(This case is recorded just as notes were taken. others are 
summarized.) 
In another instanc~the Elementary S.A.C. gave infor-mation 
on the siblings of a Junior High child brought up by the 
Junior High S.A.c. 
The third g;tuation2/was introduced by the Mental Health 
Consultant.21. The Clinic had received an inquiry from the 
Children's Medical Center, Adolescent Unit, about a child 
now in the seventh grade who had been known to the Clinic in 
Elementary School. "Did anyone know what was happening in 
school?" The M.H.C. first asked the Elementary S.A.c. in a 
meeting where they were alone. They offered that everything 
seemed quiet and they had not recently heard anything about 
the child. At the next joint meeting the M.H.C. made a 
second inquiry. The Junior High S.A.c. offered "that the 
child was now restless and destructive." The M.H.C. offered 
that it often happened that a disturbance does not show until 
Junior High when the relationship goes from one teacher to 
many. Relationship becomes more diluted and anxiety starts 
to "bubble." These interchanges between the Elementary and 
Junior High s.A.c. shows some positives for joint consulta-
tions in the use of resource people and information both past 
and present in the child's ever-changing life situation. 
~Hereinafter referred to as Case 2. 
2/Hereinafter referred to as Case 3. 
2/Hereinafter referred to as M.H.c. 
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Identification of Participating Members in the Consultation 
The following clinic staff attended the consultations. Miss 
Elizabeth Kaiser, head of the social service department and also pro-
gram coordinator at the Center. For purposes of this study she is 
identified as clinic social worker, or c.s.w. Miss Kaiser was instru-
mental in instigating this type of in-service consultation three years 
ago. Mr. Vern Drehmel, Psychiatric Social WOrker, who for three years 
has worked with the school adjustment counselors and teachers inside of 
the elementary schools, as well as heading up the consultation meetings. 
For purposes of this study he is identified as school consultant, or 
S.C. Mr. Saul Cooper, Mental Health Consultant, head of the psychology 
department, who consulted with individuals in the schools previous to 
the induction of the in-service consultation three years ago. For pur-
poses of this study he is identified as mental health consultant, or 
M.H.C. He currently visits in the schools on an administrative level 
with the District Principals and Supervisors of Guidance. During this 
study a psychologist, new to the clinic staff joined the consultations 
and also gave a lecture on psychological testing. A psychiatrist also 
gave a lecture on the use of psychological testings. Clinic social 
workers.joined the conference on five occasions to either clarify situa-
tions known to them in the past, gather fresh information offered by the 
school adjustment counselors on active cases, or secure school infor.ma-
tion needed for active cases. Frequently the clinic social worker asked 
the clinic receptionist and secretary for current information in regard 
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to the parents' telephone calls which may have been so recent that time 
had not permitted recording in the clinic intake book. She also was 
able to give information as to what worker the call had been referred to. 
The three people in the clinic consultation staff, the M.H.c., s.c. and 
c.s.w. had remained stable for three years. 
This was true also of the three elementary School Adjustment 
Counselors. For the purposesof this study they are identified as S.A.C. 
They had held their present position for ten, seven and five years re-
spectively. There had been interruption of only one of the S.A.C.'s 
contacted during about one and one-half years leave of absence to secure 
a Master's degree. Two of the S.A.C.'s had Master's degrees in education 
and all three of them had met the state requirements for certification 
in school guidance positions. In the school setting they did both psy-
chological testing and interviewing with local principals, teachers, 
parents and children. There were three Junior High S.A.C.'s. The writer 
contributed on one occasion at the request of the S.C. 
Three different clinic social workers joined the conference for 
specific reasons on five occasions. Twice it was to secure school in-
formation, twice to give infor.mation, and once both to receive and give 
information. Three times the c.s.w. suggested they could help to clarify 
situations being discussed where information for planning was needed and 
not known to the clinic staff present. Two cases were closed but in the 
process of re-referral and three cases were active. 
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In the instance1/ where the social worker appeared twice to 
secure school information, the mother was in the process of 
a diagnostic study and did not seem to have any information 
on the child's school adjustment which needed to be secured 
immediately. The Elementary S.A. C. volunteered that just 
that day he had tested the child at the request of the teacher. 
The child was not a classroom behavior problem but did not seem 
to be working to capacity. Since the school had no specific 
information on classroom adjustment, the S.A.c. agreed to ask 
the teacher to fill out a school report (see appendix C ). 
At the next consultation meeting the S.A.c. said the teacher 
had failed to return the report to him. Since he had noted 
resistance to the report in the teacher, he personally offered 
to see that it was brought to the next meeting. The s.A.c. 
offered that the teacher would be surprised to know the mother 
is active in clinic. The s.c. suggested that problems do not 
always stem from. the teacher, sometimes they come from the 
home. The following week the S.A.c. brought the school report. 
It was not known originally to either the Clinic or the S.A.c. 
that both were active with the same family simultaneous!y. 
Sample of Observations 
This study covers five consultations lasting one hour, or a total 
consultation period of five hours. Approximately two and one-half hours 
were used for case discussion in which the elementary school adjustment 
counselors participated. During the two and one-half hours of case dis-
cussion by the elementary school adjustment counselors, there were 
thirty-one referrals involving twenty-two children. Nine children were 
duplicate referrals. 
During the four joint sessions the elementary S.A.C. participated 
in the discussion of seventeen cases. During the one session when the 
S.A.C.'s met alone, they participated in the discussion of fourteen 
cases. 
1/Hereinafter referred to as Case 4. 
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Additional time was used for educational group activity. One hour 
was used at the joint suggestion of the S.A.c. and c.s.w. to have the 
clinical psychologist and psychiatrist explain a type of psychological 
testing related to organic damage. Each lecture used one-half hour at 
different conference sessions. The c.s.w. immediately made arrangements 
for the lectures to take place during the following two meetings. On the 
part of the S.A.C.'s this was a voluntar,y, spontaneous idea which had 
sprung from a series of case discussions involving a question of organic 
damage as related to learning and social behavior in school. It also 
came about because of the recognition by the elementary S.A.c. of a 
difference between school and clinic testing. Announcement for plans 
for an eventuation of group diagnostic and therapy services were made 
promptly by the c.s.w. Time was used by the elementary S.A.c., S.c., 
and M.H.c. for scheduling field appointments requested by teachers, prin-
cipals and s.A.c. to take place during regular visits made to the school. 
Time was also used for announcements of changes in clinic personnel and 
services as well as sharing of clinic problems effecting service and 
future clinic plans. 
Methodology 
The method of data collections was by non-participant process 
recording. Your writer attended all meetings and took notes on dis-
cussion content. No effort was made to evaluate attitudes or motivations 
except as related to the factual content of discussion. The nature of 
the study was purely exploratory. Previous to the beginning of the study, 
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notes of two meetings were taken to see if recording was possible and a 
schedule comprising the following areas was made up in advance of the 
recording sessions. The first area was Intake. This included the total 
referrals made by the school and the clinic groups, the children men-
tioned twice by the school and clinic, with an analysis of the change of 
status and original problem in the children referred twice by the school. 
It also included the total cases introduced by the school and by the 
clinic with an analysis of the total cases referred by the school in 
relation to active cases in the clinic referred by the school originally. 
The second area was Source of Referral. This was in relation to the 
number of different care-taking people who had requested assistance 
through their consultation representative. The third area was the Reason 
for Referral. This was in relation to the extent that each group secured 
information for themselves or the other group, or volunteered information 
for each other. Consideration was also given to the number of referrals 
made in order to give information requested by the other group or not 
requested and to ask for information for themselves. The fourth area 
was the Types of School Problems in relation to classroom behavior. The 
fifth area was the Activity During the Conference. This was in relation 
to contributions made by the conference members about the child, the 
home, and the school situation. 
The original schedule also included the area of conference status 
of cases, new or old, redefining the problem, decision making, and re-
sponsibility for ongoing services, which, due to the limits of time, was 
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hot done. A reliability check of notes was done after each session with 
either the S.C. or c.s.w. 
The consultation sessions proceeded in the following manner. 
South Shore Guidance Center staff, not ordinarily participating members 
of consultation sessions, were permitted after clearance with their 
superior, to attend the meetings in order to either give or secure parti-
cular information. Students and new staff members were allowed to attend 
as part of their orientation to the over-all South Shore Guidance Center 
program. They were non-participant observers unless requested by the 
consultation clinic staff to make a contribution. Always the clinic in-
take books were brought to the consultation sessions and used by the 
clinic consultation staff only. The total resources of the clinic per-
sonnel were immediately ~ available to secure information in so far as 
was possible. This might necessitate staff of the Guidance Center being 
requested by the conference clinic staff to join the consultation on the 
spur of the moment to clarify a situation. The meetings were always held 
in the srune room and at the same time of day and were of an informal 
nature. The clinic conference staff waited for the school conference 
staff to present their problems first. The reason for a person other 
than the regular conference staff attending the sessions was always ex-
plained. Sessions started promptly and ended promptly. While clinic 
records and reports were used for resource information, their use was 
limited to the clinic conference staff who gave verbalized information 
from the clinic material, which was appropriate for consultation use. 
The School Consultant was responsible for leading the group and in his 
absence the Mental Health Consultant, who had contact with school ad-
ministration, was responsible for leading the group. While it was not 
possible for all three clinic conference members to attend all meetings 
there were always two clinic conference staff members in attendance. 
The clinic books were checked only to secure information of the 
ages and grades of the children and to determine the number of confer-
ence referrals originally referred to the clinic by the school and 
active in the clinic after the study. 
CHAPTER IV 
BACKGROUND AND SERVICES OF THE SOUTH SHORE GUIDANCE CENTER: 
BACKGROUND AND SERVICES OF THE BRAINTREE ELEMENTARY GUIDANCE PROGRAM 
The consultations studied in this thesis were a service offered by 
the Quincy South Shore Guidance Center. 
There must be a suitable organizational structure within which the 
consultation can be requested and delivered. ! fairly lengthy 
period 2£ ~ is usually needed in order to develop these rela-
tionships and arrangements. • • • Much e:xperience has taught us 
that a consultation program will often stand or fall not on the 
basis of the content of the individual sessions between consultant 
and consultee, but upon the success or failure of a community or-
ganization process. • • • The school system reflects the broader 
commup:i,ty sanction and approval of the local mental health pro-
gram..£! 
The South Shore Guidance Center is one of the sixteen area mental 
health centers in Massachusetts under the Division of Mental Hygiene in 
the Department of Mental Health. It offers to the city of Quincy and 
seven surrounding suburban towns a two-fold program of diagnostic and 
treatment services for the child and his family in the traditional gui-
dance clinic setting, and ext.ended consultation services. to key agencies 
in the broader community. The extension of the clinic program from 
treatment of the individual in the clinic to treatment of the individual 
in his community setting refiected the development of thinking in the 
fields of psychiatry and social work. The total area covered is a popu-
lation of 210,000 people. The Quincy Guidance Clinic was founded in 1926 
!/Gerald Caplan, Concepts of Mental Health Consultation, p. 195. 
in cooperation with the Quincy Department of Public Health, under the 
state legislation enacted in 1922 which 
allowed the Department of Mental Health through the Division of 
Mental Hygiene to develop community mental health programs for 
children and their families in partner~p with various cities 
and towns throughout the Commonwealth.Y 
For many years it operated on a part-time basis primarily as a travelling 
guidance and school clinic to screen and test diagnostically school chil-
dren who were mentally or physically handicapped. 
In 1952 the Division of Mental Hygiene shifted its program to 
locally sponsored community health centers. This was in part due to the 
complaints from the schools that the strict scheduling of the travelling 
clinic set-up and written reports often failed to help the teachers know 
how to handle the children in a school setting. The teachers also felt 
they lacked the opportunity to discuss the particular child with whom 
they spent most of the day. 11The concept of community or preventative 
psychiatry was the foundation upon which the division built its mental 
health center program.)./ This is the same concept discussed in this 
study which had been experimented with in 1947 in Israel by Dr. Gerald 
Caplan. 
~B. R. Hutcheson, '~ogram of the South Shore Guidance Center: 
An Area Mental Health Center of the Department of Mental Health, Divi-
sion of Mental Hygiene," P• 1. 
2/ Bindman and Klebanoff, "Administrative Problems in Establishing 
a Community Mental Health Program," P• 2. 
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About the same time, Lindemann, Vaughan, and their colleagues of 
the Wellesley Human Relations Service were developing a similar 
approach in a 9qnsultation program for the staff of the Wellesley 
School System.!:ll 
When Dr. Caplan came to Harvard in 1952 the experiences from both pro-
grams were merged. Dr. Warren T. Vaughan, Jr., affiliated with the Har-
vard School of Public Health and also head of the Division of Mental 
Hygiene in Massachusetts, was interested in trying out these ideas on a 
state-wide scale within the framework of the division. While this pro-
gram is young, during its six years of existence in Massachusetts some 
techniques and services have been identified and refined to cope with 
community, institutional and individual resistance to a psychiatrically-
oriented community service. The Quincy South Shore Guidance Center has 
been one of the most successful testing grounds. Today its services are 
geared to research and experimentation with new methods of improved ser-
vices focused on the help asked for not only by the schools but also the 
police, courts, child care and health agencies. 
One of the key features of this new concept {community or preven-
tative psychiatry) was a crystallization of a new role in a clinic 
team, that of the mental health consultant who was to work on a r. 1 
community level rather than primarily within the center itself.~ 
He was added to the traditional clinic team of child psychiatrist, psy-
chologist and psychiatric social worker. 
Since 1955 Dr. B. R. Hutcheson, instructor in mental health at 
the Harvard School of Public Health, and research associate at Boston 
lzl Caplan, .2£• ill.•, P• 183. 
2/ Bindman and Klebanoff, .!212.• cit. 
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University Medical School, has been the director of the Quincy South 
Shore Guidance Center. Although appointed the head of the Massachusetts 
Division of Mental Hygiene in 1958, he remained active as director of the 
Center during this study. The services today suggest the Center's growth 
under his directorship. 
In addition the clinic is associated with the Harvard School of 
Public Health as a training unit in mental health practices •• 
Their activities comprise for the most p~ supervised mental 
health consultation with school systems.~ 
• • 
It is also a field placement for second-year psychiatric social work 
students from two schools of social work. 
The Quincy South Shore Guidance Center today has a four-point pro-
gram. The first is clinical services with the important function of diag-
nosis, treatment and referral on a one-to-one basis. Although this is 
not aimed at community coverage, it still serves as the best example to 
the community of mental health services. It is also a model for workers-
in-training. The second is consultation with police departments, courts, 
schools and health organizations. There are regularly scheduled in-
service consultations with probation officers as well as a court social 
worker affiliated with the clinic whose office is in the court house. 
This dove-tails with a research project (the fourth service) on the causes 
of delinquency which started in 1956-7 under a federal grant from the 
National Institute for Mental Health. The focus has been to find criteria 
for court disposition of large numbers of juvenile delinquents. Diagnos-
tic groups of both boys and parents are scheduled separately and con-
2/Hutcheson, ££• ~., P• 3. 
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currently. Recommendations to the court regarding disposition has been 
done with a large number of delinquents. 
The third point of the program is mental health education, carried 
on by the local South Shore Mental Health Association, which is made up 
of citizen representatives from all the towns served by the clinic. A 
social worker is employed rtto coDrdinate the activities of the associa-
tion's committees and to stimulate active participation of the associa-
tion members.nZ/ This organization is responsible together with the 
Quincy United Fund to provide the facilities and operational expenses 
for the Center. It also advises on policy in cooperation with the direc-
tor of the Center and handles income from the local boards of health or 
education for clinic services to the schools. Out of this income staff 
salaries may also be supplemented. The South Shore Mental Health Asso= 
ciation was directly instrumental in 1958 in bringing pressure to bear 
on the Massachusetts legislature which resulted in passage of a law 
allowing towns to contribute funds to their organization for a state 
clinic. Previously this was impossible. The state was not permitted to 
accept monies from towns. There is a Section of Community Organization 
and a Section of Mental Health Education under the Division of Mental 
Hygiene whose services are available on an advisory level to help the 
community organize and direct such lay mental health organizations. 
These two sections on a state level were created in 1956 to meet the edu-
cational and community organization requests for help which could not be 
1/Hutcheson, ~· ~., P• 2. 
appropriately handled by the clinic staff. The South Shore Mental Health 
Association is a member of the !1Iassachusetts Kental Health Association 
and has five representatives on their board. This state's citizen or-
ganization is in turn affiliated with the National Association for Mental 
Health. The South Shore Nental Health Association was organized in 1943 
as the Quincy Child Guidance Association. In 1958 with the inclusion of 
the seven surrounding towns the name was changed to the South Shore Hen-
tal Health Association. It has grown in community participation through 
the years and only its careful nurture and support made possible the 
sudden growth of the clinic's services from 1955 on. Dr. Hutcheson 
agrees with Dr. Caplan that a great deal of time is required to prepare 
the community for acceptance of consultation services and that although 
this is a very slow process it is absolutely essential to successful 
implementation. 
Sometimes work may go forward with a community for ten years 
before there is a joint agreement that the community is really 
ready to undertake the responsibility of partnership wi~q the 
state. • • • Events move more rapidly at this juncture.§/ 
For several years previous to 1955 there were individual school 
consultations taking place within the schools themselves. When it be-
came a necessity to seek additional staff in order to meet the demands 
for service from the seven suburban towns, the school and health depart-
ments of the towns were most willing to pay as they had already experi-
enced in a tangible way how the clinic could help. They were, however, 
§/Hutcheson, £2• ~· P• 1. 
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approached by the local citizen's association rather than clinic staff or 
the state Division of Mental Hygiene. In regard to school consultation 
services, Dr. Bindman, Chief Mental Health Coordinator, for the Division 
of Mental Hygiene, has discovered 
good relationships established with the schools was based upon 
effective liaison and a feed-back maintenance with school per-
sonnel. Its primary aim is better use of the self. This often 
required the sharing of professional information which many psy-
chiatric agencies are reluctant to do, but which is of great im-
portance with teachers who ~~end much more time with the child 
than does any other agency.11 
The fourth point of the program is research. In 1956 and 1957 twa 
federal grants were received from the National Institute of Mental Health. 
One, to discover the causes of juvenile delinquency, which has already 
been mentioned under consultation given to the courts. The second grant 
was to study severe emotional disturbances in children. Of special in-
terest have been studies on learning difficulties. This involved research 
on aphasia cases as well as a prevalance study concerned in handling 
severely disturbed crisis cases. The latter was found to have different 
characteristics than the usual clinic waiting list case. The school con-
sultation staff who participated in this study was well orientated not 
only to the usual guidance clinic case but also situations involving 
crisis, delinquency and aphasia, which well represented a cross-section 
of the school population. 
Good community relations at all levels, particularly with courts 
and schools allowed ready access to the necessary samples to be 
2/ Bindma.."l and Klebanoff, .££.• cit. 
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studied. • • • The direction of both projects has been greatly 
influenced by felt and expressed community ne~~~· • • • There is 
thus a service aspect to both projects •••• !Qv 
Therefore in sum,mary we see the gradual involvement of the lay 
community in the organization of the Center and financial investment by 
the school board to pay for consultation services, at the time this stuqy 
was done. 
Background of the Braintree ElementarY Guidance Program 
The present guidance program of the Elementary schools of Brain-
tree involving the use of School Adjustment Counselors was inaugurated 
ten years ago. This program was deliberately set up to operate indepen-
dently of the school administration. The School Adjustment Counselors 
are responsible only to the Supervisor of Guidance, not to the Principals 
or the Superintendent of schools. It was believed that this separation 
would protect confidentiality for teachers and also make it easier for 
parents to feel freer to talk about home and school problems. The indi-
vidual principals of each school are responsible only for school adminis-
tration. All behavior problems of an emergency nature are referred to 
the district principals. There are today two channels of communication 
from the schools to the Clinic. Referrals can be made by the teacher to 
the School Adjustment Counselor who in turn makes the referral to the 
School Counselor, or referrals can be made by the teacher directly to the 
School Counselor who makes regular school visits. 
!Q/Hutcheson, ££• cit., P• 3. 
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The second channel of communication is on a supervisory level 
where the information comes from the District Principal or Supervisor 
of Guidance to the Clinic Mental Health Consultant. The School Counselor 
is employed by the Clinic to have direct contact in the schools in con-
trast to the Clinic Mental Health Consultant who has contact only with 
the supervisory school personnel. 
In particularly difficult school situations, a school consulta-
tion team is available to confer in the school setting with the super-
visory personnel at their request. 
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CHAPTER V 
DATA FINDINGS 
An analysis was done of the total 31 referrals, consisting of 22 
children and 9 duplicate referrals. 
TABLE 1 
TOTAL REFERRALS: NUNBER OF CHILDREN AND 
DUPLICATE REFERRALS MADE BY SCHOOL AND CLINIC 
Individual Once Total Children 
Children by Ind. mentioned Total 
By mentioned Both Cases twice Inquiries 
School 15 1 16 7 22 
Clinic 7 1 8 2* 9 
Total 22 2 24 9 31 
*One case originally referred by school. 
An analysis of total referrals shows that the school referred 
twice as many children, and three times as many duplicate referrals. 
Altogether the school made two and one-half times more referrals 
than the clinic. 
An analysis was done of the age and grade of the 22 children 
referred. 
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TABLE 2 
TOTAL REFERRALS: AGE AND GRADE OF CHILDREN 
Number Number 
of of 
Age Children Grade Children 
6-11 17 1-6 18 
12-15 5 7-s!l 4 
Total 22 22P./ 
§/Three cases described on page 
Blsee Appendix for separate age and grade 
listing 
An analysis of age and grade of the 22 children referred, shows 
that 81% of the children or 18 out of 22, were in Elementary School. 
Therefore there were four times more children in Elementary School than 
in Junior High. The children were fairly evenly distributed in grades 
one through five, with three or four children in each grade. 
Grades one and four showed the most children and together equalled 
47% of the total Elementary group. 
There were four children known to be repeating in grades two, 
three and four. 
Eight of the nine duplicate referrals were in grades one through 
five. 
The seven duplicate referrals, or children referred twice by the 
school were explored. 
;; 
New 
1 
TABLE 3 
CHILDREN REFERRED TWICE BY SCHOOL: 
CLD~IC STATUS AT TIME OF FL~T REFERRAL 
Waiting llst 
Post 
Diagnostic Diagnostic 
1 2 
Closed 
To another 
agency 
1 
Being Seen 
In In 
Treatment Diagnostic 
1 1 
Total 
7 
Table 3 shows that six of the seven cases were known to the clinic, 
and had received clinic services. 
Five cases were active!fwith the clinic, and of these, three were 
on the waiting lists for appointments. 
There were five cases which were not actively being seen, three on 
waiting lists, one closed, and one in the process of referral. 
There was further exploration of the five duplicate referrals made 
by the school which were not actively being seen by the clinic at the 
time of the first referral. 
!/Part of the current clinic case load. 
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Clinic 
Status 
TABLE 4 
CHILDREN REFERRED TWICE BY THE SCHOOL: 
CHANGE OF CLDJIC STATUS AT THE Tll-IE OF SECOND REFERRAL: 
ACTIVITY OF SCHOOL CONFERENCE GROUP 
(REFER TO TABLE 3) 
Change in Status s.A.c.Y 
Acptd. Therapy 
Activity 
of Intake for Group 
w.Ef Being 
For Clinic Self 
First Aptmt. Post- Aptmt. 
Referral Hade diag. Hade 
3 vi.L. 1~ 1 1 
1 New 1 
1 Closed 191 
Being 
seen 
Total 3 1 1 
!!school Adjustment Counselor 
Efwaiting List 
Other 
L. Seen Parent School Agency 
3 
1 1 
2 
2 
0 2 3 2 1 1 
~On diagnostic clinic waiting list, went to another agency for diagnos-
tic study. This agency referred back to Clinic: Case accepted for 
intake. 
£/closed to another agency for Neurological study. Referred to Clinic 
by School. Still a learning problem. 
Table 3 shows that these five inactive cases had been changed to 
an active clinic status at the time of the second referral. Three cases 
had been removed from the waiting list, one closed case was re-opened, 
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and the new case had secured an intake appointment. 
This Table indicates also that between the first and second re-
ferral of the five cases which were inactive at the time of the first 
referral, the S.A.c. had made six contacts with care-taking people at the 
request of the clinic, and one contact for themselves. The contacts with 
six care-taking people done for the clinic involved three contacts with 
parents, two with the schools and one with another agency. The one con-
tact the school group made for themselves was with a mother in the new 
case in the process of initial referral. 
The following is an explanation of why one case shown on Table 2 
on the waiting list for a diagnostic study, and one case closed, appeared 
on Table 3, (showing status of second referrals) as both being given new 
intake appointments. The changes in the individual situations since the 
clinic's last contact determines where the parents will be seen in the 
clinic process as they are picked up for a second time. 
The cas~which was listed on~~he waiting list for a diagnostic 
study, had gone to the c.M.c.21neurological clinic for a diag-
nostic study without notifying the Quincy South Shore Clinic. 
The c.M.C. had sent a report to the school principal recom-
mending a referral of the parents back to the Quincy s.s. Clinic. 
This case was therefore referred to the conference group by the 
S.A.c. who brought the diagnostic report sent to the school 
principal. It was not clear if the C.M.c. or the school was 
to be responsible for contacting the parents in regard to re-
referral to the Quincy Clinic. The s.c. read the c.M.C. report 
and questioned that it would be the kind which a clinic would 
send to a parent. The content indicated need for individual 
follow up treatment in a clinic. "The child's behavior in the 
c.M.c. report was described as impulsive, not hostile. He had 
~Hereinafter referred to as Case 5. 
lfchildren's Medical Center, Boston, Mass. 
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a poor self-image and had trouble seeing himself in relation 
to others." Also the S.A.c. contributed that the child has a 
young rigid teacher who is threatened if a child is not re-
sponsive. The teacher thought that the child should be in a 
special class and was disappointed to find out that school 
tests indicated that he should not be in special class. The 
S.A.c. had observed that this child seemed industrious with 
other teachers. The S.c. and M.H.c. identified with the 
S.A.C.'s impression of this being a teacher problem in school 
and suggested that some teachers cannot stand the child who 
challenges them. This is too threatening to their own need 
to control and to have the child conform. The s.A.c. agreed 
to telephone the doctor at the C.M.c. to see who was to in-
form the parents of re-referral to the clinic. At the next 
conference the S.A.C. offered that he had called the C.M.C., 
learned that they had received a call fr9~ a clinic but was 
puzzled to know what clinic. The c.s.W.~did not know but 
cleared with the clinic secretary and intake social worker. 
It was clarified that the mother had called for an appoint-
ment at the Quincy Clinic and the Clinic Social Worker had 
contacted the c.M.c. 
It is significant to observe that the S.A.C. was a liaison between 
the two clinics to insure follow through on a referral of a case trans-
ferred between agencies for a second time. It is also significant to 
observe that clarifying channels of communication in this situation in-
valved contact with the S.A.c., the school principal, the C.M.c., clinic 
staff, the Quincy consultation staff, their secretary and intake social 
worker. It is important not only to build a bridge from mental health 
services to the community but from the community back to the mental 
health service. It is also important for the mental health service to be 
willing to keep their own channels of communication within the agency 
opened to groups in the community. This is also an example of the con-
sultation being used to clarify channels of communication, pool resources, 
and a situation needing immediate attention which the clinic was alerted 
&/Hereinafter referred to as Conference Social Worker. 
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to by the s.A.c. 
The case2/show.n on Table 2 as closed (Status of First Referral in 
Cases Mentioned Twice), appears on Table 3 as accepted for intake after 
the second referral. This case involved more activity and participation 
from conference members than any other case. The clinic did not know the 
reason for the child's behavior or academic problem, nor did the school. 
Every possible resource was used by both groups. There was close exami-
nation of all known medical, psychological, social and academic factors. 
There was a joint exploration by both conference groups to determine a 
diagnosis, and test reality in all areas. This case is given in full as 
it shows the potential use of the conference and the work done to change 
one case to an active status. 
The case involved a boy referred to the conference by the ele-
mentary S.A.c. at the request of the teacher. It was known to 
the school that the clinic had previously referred the case to 
the C.M.C. The S.A.c. stated that she had mentioned this case 
before and she wondered what conclusions had been reached. The 
c.s.w. checked the clinic books and learned that the case had 
been closed. The S.A.c. explained the problem. The school's 
previous testing showed a 66 I.Q. but the child had jumped more 
than a year in academic achievement tests in a year's time. 
Also he was progressing well academically. However, the teacher 
felt that the child "acted strangely." The S.A.c. from her ob-
servation of the child in school agreed with the teagner. The 
school had observed a minor speech defect. The s.c.~reviewed 
the neurological report from the c.M.C. and felt that the tests 
did not explain the child's behavior. The c.s.w. then checked 
the clinic record to find out why the case was closed at the 
last agency conference. The S.A.c. offered that there had 
been a question of the child taking medication when the 66 I.Q. 
2/Hereinafter referred to as Case 6. 
£/Hereinafter referred to as School Consultant. 
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test was given. She had talked with the mother at this time 
and learned that the child was not taking medication. 
The M.H.c.11reviewed clinic psychological reports, stating 
that they indicated some organic complications. The S.c. 
stated that the encephlagram report from the c.M.c. suggested 
need for further neurological workup. 'rhe c.s.w. offered that 
a neurological study done in the medical clinic at the C.l·~. c. 
was not as detailed as that done in their neurological clinic. 
The case had been closed by the clinic with the recommendation 
that the child return to the c.M.c. for further neurological 
workup. It was not known if the mother followed through on 
this. The M.H.c. offered that frontal lobe damage "does not 
affect motor areas but would affect perception and abstract 
reasoning." The S.A.c. mentioned that the mother told her 
that the child had been gassed and unconscious for 30 minutes 
at one time. The mother was concerned about this when she 
first spoke to the school. The child was transferred origi-
nally from a parochial school where he crawled on the floor 
and hid under the desk. The M.H.C. offered that it is pos-
sible to have organic damage affect the I.Q. but not his 
overall adjustment. The S.A.c. explained that the teacher 
felt the child was "strange" and she is trying to figure the 
child out. Would this explain his behavior? 
The clinic psychologist offered that the Gestalt ·rest showed 
quite a bit of organic damage which would make it hard to 
perceive and the child would be awkward socially. The M.H.c. 
asked the S.A.C. about the school tests. They were given by 
two different teachers and were both group tests. The c.s.w. 
offered that the social worker's report in the clinic record 
described the boy as looking like a «Gnome" and having an 
unusual appearance. The S.A.c. mentioned the name of the 
teacher who gave the school tests. The M.H.c. offered that 
the child's teacher fed into the situation. This teacher 
would have unconscious needs for any child like this to 
succeed because of her own child who has organic damage. 
The M.H.C. requested that another test be done at the school. 
The s.A.c. and M.H.c. decided to explore more if there was 
organic damage that could be demonstrated and clarify the 
diagnosis. The lvi.H. c. stated that "the child is going to 
have further trouble." The c.s.w. asked the S.A.c. to talk 
with the mother to find out if she had observed anything 
1/Hereinafter referred to as Nental Health Consultant 
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unusual and why she had discontinued contact with the C.M.C. 
She also suggested that the mother could be referred back to 
the C.l'I.c. neurological clinic. 
At the next session the S.A.c. reported that she had talked 
with the mother who would like to continue with the Quincy 
Clinic. The S.A.c. had also retested the child and found the 
same score results. The S.c. said that the mother could call 
for an intake appointment. 
It was out of this discussion that the S.A.c. brought up that the 
school and clinic testing have different frames of reference and they 
would like to know what types of clinic tests determine different aspects 
of behavior. The c.s.w. suggested the psychiatrist and psychologist 
could explain this during the next two consultation meetings which 
evolved. 
From the seven cases mentioned twice by the school there was a 
wide scatter of the original source of concern or anxiety which propelled 
the situation toward consultation for clearance. The source of anxiety 
came from parents in three cases; from the school administration and 
clinic in one case; from the teacher and clinic in one case; from the 
clinic diagnostic social worker in one case; and from the S.A.c. and 
parent in one new case. 
One case on the post-diagnostic waiting list was accepted directly 
into the therapy group instead of a post-diagnostic conference, because 
of the mother's new anxiety and better motivation for treatment. 
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Tables 3 and 4 have shown that with all seven children referred 
twice by the school, consultation services were not sufficient and atten-
tion from the clinic was needed. Six of the children were known to the 
clinic previous to being referred for consultation. Therefore, of the 
seven children referred twice by the school, all seven children had 
parents who were active in the clinic. 
Factors in referral for consultation services, included organic 
damage in the child as well as emotional disturbance. These factors were 
symptamized in the child's behavior and ability to learn. They were re-
ferred by the school because of the realistic problem of being difficult 
to diagnose, as well as difficult to handle and understand in the class-
room setting. 
TABLE 5 
(See Page 63) 
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·:. 
Work 
Done 
Clinic intake 
CHC med. and 
neurological 
sch. testing 
Clinic 
diagnostic 
CNC med. and 
neurological 
MO in diag-
nostic study 
Clinic 
diagnostic 
done 
New school 
report 
HO in treat-
ment clinic 
diagnostic 
Total 
Or-
TABLE 5 
CHILDREN REFERRED TvliCE BY THE SCHOOL: ORIGINAL PROBLE11, 
EMOTIONAL OR ORGANIC: AND SOURCE OF DIAGNOSTIC DATA 
School Behavior 
Not 
Do not working Passive 
Ein.o- Un- have ~pul- Hyper- to l~o trouble Resents Ant ago-
ganic tional known Info. ~ive active capacity in class authority nistic 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 1 
2 1 
1 1 
1 1 
2 3 l __ 1 
-------
__ J_ ___ _l 2 1 
-
1 
-
_ _ _:].. ___ --
---- -----
Demanding 
1 
l..__ 
0'-
\.;J 
This Table indicates that two cases involved children with a 
question of organic damage and three cases involved children with emo-
tional disturbance. In two of the seven cases involved, information was 
not given in the conference sessions as to whether the causes of the 
child's behavior were emotional or organic. However, one mother was in 
treatment and one had just been accepted as an appropriate new referral, 
which suggests the possibility of some degree of emotional disequilibrium 
related to the child's behavior. 
Table 5, which also describes school behavior, indicates that all 
seven children were problems in the classroom. Only one child was men-
tioned as "no trouble in the classroom," while six children were de-
scribed as aggressive, acting-out behavior problems in the classroom 
setting. Therefore, the aggressive child was referred six times more 
often than the passive child. Also there was a high correlation between 
disturbance in the parent and child. 
There were nine sources of diagnostic infor.mation for seven cases 
referred twice by the school which were used during consultation. They 
included two written reports from the Children's Hedical Center involving 
medical and neurological findings 1 three clinic diagnostic studies 1 in 
addition to one clinic intake study, and one new referral from the school 
which involved a school report§/giving school psychological testing and 
school adjustment. 
Reports of school testing were presented during the conferences 
Y See Appendix. 
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in only two instances. However, school reports are required in all 
clinic referrals so that additional work had been done by the school 
which was not mentioned during the conference. Also a school source of 
diagnostic information not listed on Table 4, but discussed in several 
instances, was the S.A.c. verbal report of their first-hand current 
observation of the child and teacher in school which was often helpful 
diagnostically. 
The diagnostic work shown by Table 5 indicates that the clinics 
(Quincy and Children's Medical Center) were more of a diagnostic resource 
than the school.1. 
There were 16 children referred to the conference by the school 
group. 
One month after the study the clinic books were checked to explore 
how many of the 16 children referred by the school were known to the 
clinic and how many were referred by the school. 
TABLE 6 
TOTAL SCHOOL REFERRALS, NUMBER KNOWN TO CLINicY 
A MONTH AFTER THE STUDY: SOURCE OF REFERRALS 
Source of Referral 
School 
Doctor 
Parent 
Total 
Number of Children 
12 
1 
2 
15 
!/As differentiated from clinic consultation 
group. 
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Table 6 shows that 94% of children referred by the school were 
known to the clinic a month after the study and that 75>& were originally 
referred to clinic by the school. 
The 16 children referred by the school group were further explored 
to determine how many children became active with clinic during the 
study. 
TABLE 7 
TOTAL SCHOOL REFERRALS 
ACTIVE WITH CLINIC ONE MONTH AFTER STUDY 
Clinic Beginning of A Month After 
Status Study Study 
Active 9 14 
Inactive 7 2* 
Total 16 16 
*One case known to clinic. 
Table 7 shows that 56% of the school conference referrals were 
active with the clinic at the beginning of the study and 88% were active 
one month after the study. 
The school made five referrals to the clinic during the study. 
Fifteen of the total 16 school referrals were known to the clinic 
{refer to Table 6). 
The two cases which were inactive with the clinic at the end of 
the study involved one case which had previously been known to the 
clinic where re-referral was inappropriate and one case not known to the 
clinic where clinic referral was not necessary. However, the problem of 
the second case was clarified for the S.A.C. by the clinic group helping 
with identification of the problem, and a decision for the next step to 
be taken by the S.A.c. The clinic group gave the S.A.C. support towards 
handling the situation directly in the school for further evaluation. 
The first case which was known to clinic but not active with 
the clinic at the end of the study was referred by the Junior 
High S.A.C. and involved a Junior High girl with a long history 
of truancy. However, presently she was not truanting. The 
S.A.c. understood that the court had issued a complaint against 
the mother for neglect and larceny but to date the mother had 
avoided making a court appearance. The girl was living with a 
maternal aunt whom the s.A.c. felt had a poor moral reputation 
and came from a subcultural group. The elementary S.A.c. 
offered that the maternal aunt's children came to the elemen-
tary school clean, which meant that someone was taking care 
of them. The S.c. suggested that the girl had found something 
important, was able to function, and was attending school regu-
larly. Your author suggested there is often a difference be-
tween the community standards and the situation as a child 
sees it. Also placement is difficult with teen-agers, to whom 
the peer group is important. Teen-agers in placement often 9, run away if they miss family or neighborhood emotional ties.21 
The second case, unknown to the clinic and therefore not active, 
involved a first grade boy with a school phobia. The boy was 
found crying in school saying he was afraid he couldn't get 
into the house when he returned home. The S.A.C. t~entioned 
the case because the teacher was the kind who wouldn.'t ask for 
help with it." The S.A.C. had talked with the child who said 
that he didn't want the school to call his parents but it was 
all right to call maternal grandmother. The father had come 
to the school to talk with the S.A.c., saying that the child 
had lived with maternal grandmother from six months to one and 
one-half years of age while the mother worked. He knew that 
the child worried at night about not being able to get into 
the house after school and therefore the mother had given the 
child a key to the house. The reality was that the mother did 
plan to be home after school also. 
Ysee Case 2, page 36. 
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The H.H.c. suggested that parents feed unconsciously into 
school phobias. Children can pick up nuances in the atmos-
phere. The S.A.c. offered that the parents disagree about 
the child visiting the maternal grandmother. The S.A.c. 
had not talked with the mother but did speak to the father 
about the clinic. Father had said that he "had to do some-
thing or leave the State to get away from maternal grand-
mother. 11 
The l1.H.c. suggested that the child may hear father saying 
to mother, ffTiJh.y don't you go with maternal grandmother," so 
that there may be some reality to the child's fears. Prog-
nosis in such situations is good. The S.A.c. suggested that 
another possible factor might be the birth of a new baby, as 
well as a sister who is very bright. The S.A.C. had observed 
the father say in front of the boy, "I have a little girl at 
home who is so good." The H.H.c. asked how urgent the situa-
tion was and would the child stay in school? The S.A.c. felt 
that he would stay in school and a joint decision was reached 
for the1S...A• c. to see the parents this week, particularly the mother.~ 
Tables 6 and 7 indicate that a very high percentage of school 
conference referrals were both known to the clinic, active with the 
clinic, and referred to the clinic by the school. All but one school 
conference referral was known to the clinic, 88% were active with the 
clinic a month after the study and 75% were referred to the clinic by 
the school. There were five cases referred to the clinic during the 
study, As shown in Table 4 they were duplicate referrals. 
The school made 22 conference referrals, the clinic, nine. These 
were examined to determine how many care-taking people in the school and 
clinic requested the thirty-one situations be referred for consultation. 
!Q/Hereinafter referred to as Case ?. 
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TABLE 8 
SOURCE OF SCHOOL AND CLINIC REFERP..ALS 
School Clinic 
S.A.C. 12* School consultant 4 
Teacher 2 Mental health 
Principal 1 consultant 2 
Mother 1 Diagnostic 
Mother and School 1 social worker 1 
Clinic 2 Conference 
Clinic and school 2 social worker 1 
Clinic and mother 1 School Adjustment 
Counselor 1 
Total 22 Total 9 
*One referred by Junior High School. 
The analysis of the sources of referrals from the school and 
clinic groups shows that the S.A.c. and S.c. alone, were the greatest 
source of referral in their respective groups. The S.A.C. made 12 out 
of 22 school referrals for themselves, or 51% of the total school re-
ferrals. The S.c. made four out of nine clinic referrals for himself, or 
44% of the total clinic referrals. Also 77% of the school referrals were 
made at the request of the school conference group and care-taking people 
in the school setting. 
The analysis of sources of referrals also shows that the clinic 
group used the school group more as a bridge of communication to contact 
care-taking people in the community. The clinic was a source of referral 
in five out of a total of 22 school referrals, while the school was a 
source of referral in one out of the total nine clinic referrals. 
The source of school referrals, represents more care-taking people 
than the source of clinic referrals. There were six members of the 
school system, and three parents represented in the source of school re-
ferrals, whereas one of the clinic referrals was made by a care-taking 
person outside of the clinic group. This was the clinic diagnostic 
social worker. 
Both school and clinic sources of referral, show a wide scatter of 
concern from a variety of care-taking people in various roles within each 
of their specialized group setting. There are a total of five different 
people with specialized training, in the nine clinic referrals. The 
school referrals show six different care-taking roles involving 26 people. 
In that fifty per cent of school referrals were introduced by 
S.A.c. alone and almost fifty per cent of clinic referrals introduced by 
S.C. alone, some indication is shown that the consultation is used by the 
school S.A.C. and clinic S.C. to clarify their respective perceptions of 
the child in the school setting. Two situations were referred by S.A.C. 
to inquire about the s.c. contact in school with teachers who contacted 
the S.C. directly. 
The total referrals were further explored, to determine the use of 
original inquiries by each group. 
There were a total of 31 conference referrals, 22 by the school, 
and nine by the clinic group. 
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TABLE 9 
USE OF ORIGINAL L"JQUIRY 
BY CLINIC M~D SCHOOL CONFERK~CE GROUPS: 
TO GIVE OR ~UEST INFOR!viATION 
Information Clinic School Total 
For Themselves *6 13 19 
Requested by others 1 5 6 
Volunteered 2 4 6 
Total 9 22 31 
*Asked for and gave information in 4 cases. 
Table 9 shows that there was no appreciable difference between 
the school and the clinic groups in their use of the original inquiry 
in all three categories except in "information requested by the other." 
The school's original conference referrals were made at the request of 
the clinic in 23% of the total school referrals introduced, whereas the 
clinic's conference referrals were made at the request of the school in 
only 11% of the clinic referrals introduced. Therefore, the use of the 
original inquiry shows the clinic group requested twice as many referrals 
from the school as the school group did from the clinic. 
On the category "of information volunteered,tt the clinic was 
higher than the school with 22% of their total inquiries to the confer-
ence falling in this category compared to the school's 18%. 
Both groups introduced the most referrals "to secure information 
for themselves." The clinic group averaged 67% of their total referrals 
made for themselves and the school a total of 59% of referrals for 
themselves. 
The high percentage of referrals used to secure information for 
themselves was much lower than the percentage of referrals introduced 
to give information requested by the other. The clinic was successful 
in securing information asked for from the school in 44 out of 69% of 
referrals and the school was successful in securing information re-
quested from the clinic in 48 out of 59% of their referrals during the 
conference discussions. 
There were 22 school inquiries. These were examined to determine 
the reason for referral. 
TABLE 10 
ORIGINAL SCHOOL INQUIRY: INFO~IATION 
GIVEN BY THE SCHOOL CLINIC STATUS 
Requested Not Requested Asked for Asked and 
Status by Clinic by Clinic Information Gave 
Active 2 2 3!1 1 
W.L. 2 2 2 3 
Closed 1 
Not Active 2 
In Process 
of Intake 1 1 
Totals 5EI 6 6 5 
Ycase active with S.C. only 
£/All duplicate referrals 
Totals 
8 
9 
1 
2 
2 
22 
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This Table shows that nine out of 22 school referrals were on the 
waiting list. There were four children on the diagnostic waiting list 
and five children on the post-diagnostic waiting list. There were 
almost an equal number of referrals in all four categories. However, 
eight out of 22 cases were actively being seen. Therefore, the s.A.C. 
school group showed almost equal concern for children who were actively 
being seen at the clinic as children who were on the waiting list. 
Table 10 therefore shows that 17 out of 22 referrals involved 
children either actively being seen or on the waiting list, with the 
number of children in each group almost evenly divided. 
The 22 school inquiries were further examined. 
TABLE 11 
ORIGINAL SCHOOL INQUIRY: TYPES OF 
INFORiv'.tATION ~UESTED BY THE SCHOOL 
Clinic status 2 
Contacted clinic 6 
Clinic findings 5 
Give school reports etc. 3 
General Information 
known to school 6 
Total 22 
Clinic activity 
Check on Referrals 
Diagnostic Findings 
Technical Information 
Current news 
This table shows the school group used the majority of referrals 
to secure diagnostic information, check on cases in the process of re-
ferral to clinic, and to give current news on developments known to the 
school. 
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There were a total of 22 children referred by the clinic and 
school groups. These were examined in relation to their school behavior. 
During the consultations in the study, school behavior was mentioned in 
14 out of the total 22 children referred. 
It should be remembered that this classification is drawn only 
from evidence or material mentioned during the conference and may not 
be a true diagnosis of the child's behavior, such as might evolve from 
a diagnostic conference. Rather it is evidence of the type of behavior 
which concerns the school and their representatives, the S.A.c. suffi-
ciently to be presented to a higher, more authoritative professional 
group. At the same time it is some reflection of the type of behavior 
in school which also concerns the teacher in the classroom setting. 
TABLE 12 
TYPES OF SCHOOL PROBLEMS IN TOTAL 
CHILDREN REFERRED: OVERT CLASSROOM BEHAVIOR 
Behavior Behavior 
Described Aggressive Des:cribed Passive Not Described 
Demanding 2 Passively Not a 
resistant 1 Eroblem 1 
Resents Passive and Not 
authorit;E 6* strange 1 mentioned 2 
Hyper- No longer 
active 1 a Eroblem 2 
l\iot 
Impulsive 1 specified 2 
School phobia 2 
Total 12 2 8 
*Three cases described as destructive; three cases described 
as antagnostic 
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Table 12 shows that classroom behavior was mentioned in 14 out of 
the total 22 cases. In eight cases the behavior was not described. In 
the eight cases of classroom behavior not described, four cases or 50% 
were mentioned as "no longer a problem or not a problem." Of these there 
were three cases "no longer a problem" and one case ttnot a problem." 
The three cases no longer a problem may be significant in that 
they were originally problems who were now adjusting well. There was 
mutual satisfaction expressed at the improvement by both conference 
groups. These successful cases seemed to represent some gratification 
for the combined time and effort of members of the conference. An S.A.c. 
first volunteered information on one case, followed by the S.C. in-
quiring from another S.A.c. about a second case and subsequently from 
the first S.A.C. about a third case. These cases were mentioned con-
secutively in the same conference. 
For example an S.A.C. volunteered "the clinic would be interested 
to know that Johnny Smith is now making a very good school and community 
adjustment. He hardly ever stammers, talks freely in the classroom, and 
to individual adults. n This was an active clinic case. 
The S.c. then inquired from a different S.A.c. about how another 
child was getting along. The S.A.C. said, rrwell, he speaks fluently. 
Last year in kindergarten he was non-verbal. I now tell the kinder-
garten teachers with children who won't talk to wait until the first 
grade." 
The s.c. then asked the first S.A.c. how another child was coming 
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along. The S.A.C. said, "Very well. The parents had been separated; 
now they were reconciliated and the child is thriving on having his 
father in the home." The S.C. commented that he "tought the teacher 
did very well sticking it out.n 
Of the 14 cases where classroom behavior was mentioned, 12 cases 
were mentioned in terms of aggressive behavior and two cases in terms of 
passive behavior. Half of the aggressive group or six out of 12 cases 
resented authority. Of these six cases, three were described as de-
structive and three as antagnostic in the classroom or unable to adjust 
to the authoritative role of the teacher. Two cases were described as 
hyperactive or impulsive, which suggests lack of internal controls. Two 
were school phobias showing neurotic symptoms of a higher level of per-
sonality development. One case was described as demanding, which sug-
gested the need to be given to, or fixation in development of earlier 
oral level of gratification. All might be termed acting-out types of 
problems which would disrupt the routine of a classroom and require 
individual attention from the teacher. 
The two children described as passive showed different types of 
passivity. In one cas~there was a strong possibility of organic 
damage, and inability to relate to peers or people in general, in addi-
tion to a wide scatter in achievement testing scores. 
!!/see Case 6, page 59. 
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The second child related with resistance, refusing to work, 
with a low average Binet score of 88. The parents' anxiety 
because of their own high intellectual capacity, in addition 
to the teacher telling the parents at the beginning of the 
school year that she did not think the child would be pro-
moted, had resulted in an ensuing conflict between the teacher 
and the parents. There was an additional factor of competing 
with older siblings. This case suggests more difficulty of 
a psycho-social nature than the first case which showed in-
dications of organic difficulty. These parents were on the 
diagnostic waiting list at clinic and putting a great deal 
of pressure on the school which had resulted in changing the 
child's teacher. They had also applied to the c.M.C. for a 
diagnostic study. The S.A.C. thought the clinic should know 
this. The c.s.w. offered that there was a question of organic 
damage in the intake study which showed that the boy's develop-
ment was slow. The decision was reached to see if the child 
improved with the new teacher and to inform the parents that 
they could always call the clinic again or use private facili-
ties for a diagnostic study. There was the additional factor 
of the teacher failing to correct homework which the child 
had done at home with the parents, coupled with the str~~~ of 
the teacher being absent frequently because of illness.121 
The sources and areas of new information were explored. 
Contributions on school information were first examined. Source 
of information included the S.A.c., conference clinic staff, and outside 
clinic staff. There were 27 contributions made in the area of the 
school. 
TABLE 13 
(See Page 78) 
!6/Hereinafter referred to as Case 8. 
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TABLE 13 
SOURCE OF NEW INFORMATION ON THE SCHOOL: 
S.A. C., CLINIC CO~ 'FERENCE STAFF A!W CLINIC STAFF 
Clinic Clinic Total 
Groups s.A.c. Conference Staff staff Contributions 
Source El. J.H. Both s.c. M.H.C. c.s.w. 
Alone 16 1 2 2 0 0 21 
With Another 3 2 1 0 0 6 
Total Con-
tributions 19 1 2 4 1 0 0 27 
Group Totals 22 5 0 27 
Table 13 indicates that the school group made four times more con-
tributions on school information than the clinic group. In the contri-
butions made by the clinic staff, the S.C. made four times more contri-
butions than the H.H.c. In two cases both the elementary S.A.C. and 
Junior High S.A.C. contributed on children now in Junior High, known to 
both.W 
The S.A.c. and S.C. made the most contributions in their respec-
tive groups. No school information came from either the outside clinic 
staff or the conference c.s.w. 
Sources of new information on the school were further explored in 
regard to the four cases where the S.C. gave school information. 
Wsee Case 1, page 35, and Case 2, page 36. 
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TABLE 14 
SOURCE OF NEW INFORHATION ON THE SCHOOL: 
RELATIONSHIP OF SCHOOL CONSULTANT AND 
SCHOOL ADJUSTI·mNT COUNSELOR 
s.c. S.A.C. Each Other 
Source of Gave Info. to Gave Info. to 
Referral S.A.C. on S.C. on 
Teacher 2 
Child 1 
Teacher 
Child 1 1 
Totals 3 1 1 
The S.C. gave three times more information in his contact within 
the schools than the S.A.c. 
All three S.G. situations were referred directly to him by tea-
chers, in his role as S.C. within the schools. During the in-service 
conference at the clinic, the S.c. used the S.A.G. as the resource per-
son to evaluate a teacher's request for a conference and to test the 
reality of the child's problem. 
For example, a teacher had stopped the s.c. in the school 
corridor, briefly stating that she wished an appointment to 
confer about the first grade sister of a second grade brother 
whom the S.C. had just observed in another classroom. In 
conference the S.C. asked the S.A.c. if he thought the tea-
cher wanted to see him just because she knew he had conferred 
With the brother's teacher, or was the sister really a prob-
lem? During discussion the S.A.C. brought out that he felt 
the sister was just as disturbed as the brother and he did 
not feel it was the teacher's misconception. The teacher had 
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spoken to him about the sister. He had observed the sister 
in the classroom. She was making trouble, annoying other 
children, knocking things off the tables, etc._ .~e showed 
"the same pattern of behavior as the brother. nJdr/ 
In the brother's situation, both gave each other information on 
the child and the teacher. Here the S.C. functioned to handle an emer-
gency situation in the school which occurred just as the diagnostic was 
being completed. 
In the conference it was introduced by the S.c., who said the 
diagnostic had just been completed. The s.A.c. then offered 
that the teacher was very upset because the child had hit her. 
He was not aware that the S.C. had made a school visit the day 
before the conference, and added that the child "seemed bright 
and had told me that 'parents aren't always right'•" The S.C. 
then gave a summary and evaluation of his school visit. He 
had observed the child to be a pest in the classroom. He had 
a poor span of attention working for only about one and one-
half minutes and then wandering about the room bothering the 
children. He was very demanding. Here the lvf.H. c. mentioned 
that the teacher could not possibly satisfy this child's 
needs, therefore she gets frustrated in trying to do so. 
This brother and sister were discussed consecutively in the 
same conference. As a result the s.c. concluded that he hoped 
to take the parents into treatment. The S.A.£,.. ;agreed that 
·~here is a lot to be done with the parents.•~ 
The sister's situation was new to the clinic and information from 
the S.C. school visit was new to the S.A.C. 
Contributions on the ~ were then examined. Sources of infor-
mation included the S.A.c., conference clinic staff and outside clinic 
staff. There were 29 contributions made in the area of the home. 
Wease 
Wease 
nUXI.ber 9. 
number 10. 
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TABLE 15 
SOURCE OF 1\TEW INFORMATION ON THE HOYlE 
Groups 
Clinic 
S.A.C. Conference Staff Clinic Staff 
Diag. Treat Diag. 
Source El.. C.S.W. S.C. H.H.C. Srl S\"l SW 
Alone 10 
With Another 7 
Total Con-
Tributions 17 
Group Totals 17 
2 
3 
5 
1 
1 
8 
1 
1 
1 1 
1 1 
4 
Total 
16 
13 
29 
29 
Table 15 shows that the total clinic staff made a little less 
than 50% of the total contributions about the home, the S.A.c. a little 
more than 50% of the total contributions. 
The school group gave twice as much information on the home as 
the clinic conference group alone. Of the clinic conference group, the 
c.s.w. gave 62% of the infor.mation. The outside cli1uc staff contributed 
one-third of the total clinic information, with diagnostic social workers 
contributing the most. 
The c.s.w. gave 62% of the infor.mation on the home contributed by 
the clinic consultation staff. These included five out of eight con-
tributions. In two of the five cases the S.A.C. inquired if the mother 
had contacted the clinic. The c.s.w. gave the information that one 
mother had contacted the clinic. The c.s.w. gave the information that 
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one mother had an appointment last night with a social worker and had 
agreed to come to a mothers' therapy group. Then we will see about the 
child. Another mother, a new clinic referral, had come to clinic and 
seemed "very happy that the school had referred her." The intake is 
done and she is on the waiting list for a diagnostic group which is now 
being organized. The c.s.w. verified these appointments by checking 
with the clinic registry book, which is always present at conferences. 
In a third case the c.s.w., without being asked by the S.A.c., contri-
buted from intake material in a current record and from an old sibling's 
record. 
This case involved a first grade child who was on the waiting 
list for a diagnostic. The child was referred to conference 
by an S.A.c. who thought clinic should know that parents had 
applied for diagnostic at C.M.c. This child was a slow average 
learner and parents had above average intelligence. They were 
very upset and pressuring the school. The school situation in-
volved conflict between parents and teacher. The c.M.c. offered 
that the clinic intake study showed the child was slow in de-
velopment, so that there might be a question of organic damage, 
Also the sibling's relg~d showed conflict between mother and 
maternal grandmother.~ 
In the fourth case the S.A.C. mentioned that the mother was 
calling the school saying she was desperate. The c.s.w. 
offered that mother had called the clinic saying the same 
thing. Through conference with receptionist the c.s.w. checked 
and learned t~a~ the mother's call had been referred to the 
psychiatrist.W 
In the fifth instance the c.s.w. volunteered information re-
garding a mother being hospitalized after an s.A.c. mentioned 
that a child in the same family was recently hospitalized with 
rheumatic fever. This mother was active in therapy. The 
c.s.w. called in the treatment s.w., commenting that she would 
be very interested to know more about the child's situation. 
l21see Case 8, page 77. 
!1/eaee number 11. 
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The treatment s.w. and S.A.c. exchanged information on the 
mother and child resp~~~vely. Information given by each 
was new to the other.~ 
In the dual role of clinic coordinator and c.s.w., the c.s.w. was 
the most mobile member of the conference group. The c.s.W.'s mobility 
was aimed at keeping the channels of communication open for the S.A.C. 
with the Guidance Center itself. This required frequently leaving the 
room to secure records, to locate clinic social workers needed on the 
sput of the moment, to check with the receptionist in order to give 
information requested, or sometimes not requested, in order to secure 
helpful diagnostic information. Also as clinic coordinator, the c.s.w. 
could offer first hand knowledge of What was currently going on in re-
lation to clients and staff. In four situations where c.s.w. gave in-
formation related to the home she spoke from her own first hand know-
ledge of what was going on in the current clinic process. In one 
situation she gave information on the home from records. 
In order to promote closeness in relationship and not feed into 
a stereotype image of a psychiatric service which is all-powerful, all-
knowing, and therefore capable of magical quick results, the clinic con-
sultation staff did not hesitate to say so when they did now know causes 
of behavior,121or to allow that it was possible for them to make errors 
in their routine functior~ng. In one instance it was discovered that a 
clerical mistake had been made. A case was marked for diagnostic in 
!§/case number 12. 
12/see Case 6, page 59. 
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one book but not marked up in another. This was openly stated and cor-
rection made. When the c.s.w. saw from clinic books that a post-diag-
nostic appointment had not been made according to regular procedure, the 
c.s.w. stated that she did not know why, and called in the diagnostic 
s.w. to explain. One of the S.A.C.'s asked the diagnostic s.w. how she 
felt. She responded, "arud.ous," which produced chuckles from the S.A.c. 
group. It evolved that this mother was not motivated for therapy at the 
time. Fresh information from S.A.c., who felt that mother was now talk-
ing in terms of emotional difficulty, not just physical, resulted in 
mother being accepted for therapy and contacting the clinic herself 
through referral of S.A.c.~ 
Contributions on the cbildl were then examined. 
'fABLE 16 
SOURCE OF NEW INFOID'lATION ON THE CHILD 
School Clinic Other Agency Total 
21 10 5* 36 
*Conference used to channel information 
from c.M.C. to school in two cases and 
from school to c.M.c. in two situations 
Clinic contributed in ten situations from eight different clinic 
sources. These included intake and diagnostic records, treatment con-
ference, treatment and diagnostic social worker, S.C.'s contact with 
~See Case:J., page 35 
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teacher and child in school, special psychological tests and aphasure 
studies. These showed a wide scatter of clinic functions and staff. 
In two cases the c.s.w. asked the treatment and diagnostic social worker 
to join conference for a direct report.211 
Information on the child was given on one occasion when the S.C. 
introduced a case in order to notify the s.A.c. that the results of a 
child's psychological testing would soon be ready, and on another occa-
sion where the c.s.w. introduced a case in order to notify the S.A.c. 
that the results of a child's aphasure testing would soon be ready. 
~See Case 1, page 35, and Case 11, page 82. 
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CHAPT&'i VI 
~ONCLUSIONS 
This was an e:xploratory study of the process of :t-1ental Health 
Consultations to the schools. The study uses data from five consecutive 
consultation sessions, one hour each, in January and February of 1959. 
The members of the school system who participated in the consultations 
were School Adjustment Counselors from the Braintree Junior High and 
Elementary schools. The study focused on the discussion of the cases 
with which the Elementary school was solely concerned. 
Four of the sessions were held jointly with the Junior High Ad-
justment Counselors, and at one session the Elementary School Adjustment 
Counsellors met by themselves. The study focuses on a two and one-half 
hour period of time in which the Elementary School Adjustment Counselor 
participated in the discussion of thirty-one referrals, involving twenty-
two children and nine children referred twice. These were regularly 
scheduled by-monthly in-service consultations offered to the school by 
the South Shore Guidance Center in Quincy. The following findings 
emerged: 
The school made two and a half more referrals, consisting of twice 
as many children, and three times as many children referred a second 
time, as did the clinic. 
More than three-quarters, or 81% of the children were in Elemen-
tary school, grades one through six, and were between six and eleven 
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years of age. Of this group all but one child were in grades one through 
five. Grades one and four showed the highest incidence of children and 
together equalled 47% of the total Elementary group. Out of a total of 
nine duplicate referrals, eight duplicate referrals were in the Elemen-
tary grades. 
Exploration of the seven Duplicate Referrals made by the School, 
showed the following. With all seven children referred twice by the 
school, consultation services were not sufficient and further attention 
from the clinic was needed. The parents of all seven children were 
active in the clinic. Six of the children referred twice by the school 
were known to the clinic previous to being referred for consultation. 
At the time of first referral five cases were not actively being seen. 
At the time of the second consultation referral, these five cases had 
been changed to an active clinic status and were being seen. Between 
the first and second referrals the School Adjustment Counselors had made 
six contacts with care-taking people at the request of the clinic. 
Therefore 71% of the cases referred twice by the school both re-
quired and received quicker clinic services. Also the School Adjustment 
Counselors were instrumental in referral as a liaison between parents, 
the school, and the clinic. This indicates that the School Adjustment 
Counselors relationship with parents, school, and clinic, was effectively 
and economically utilized for matching the child's needs with resources 
outside of the school system. The School Adjustment Counselors served 
to alert the clinic to cases needing quicker attention. The clinic made 
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their facilities available for quicker service. 
All seven Duplicate School Referrals were Problems in the Class-
!22m• Six of the seven children were described as aggressive in the 
classroom, with only one described as passive behavior. There were nine 
sources of diagnostic information mentioned during the consultation dis-
• cussions with the psychological and psychiatric reports from the clinic 
and the C.M.c.,llused as the major diagnostic material. There were fac-;· 
tors of emotional disturbance in the children as well as a question of 
organic damage which made them particularly hard to diagnose. All but 
one child were described as aggressive behavior problems and hard to 
handle in the classroom. Children referred twice by the school were 
, difficult to diagnose because of factors involving both the emotional 
and organic disturbances in the child. These children caused a wide 
scatter of concern to their families and to the school system. All 
children were in the Elementary School. This indicates early case find-
ing and treatment of the severely disturbed acting out child with serious 
learning problems. 
Of the Total Sixteen School Referrals fifteen were known to the 
clinic one month after the study, and twelve were originally referred by 
the school. Of the total school referrals, nine or 56 per cent were 
active with the clinic at the beginning of the study and fourteen or ,88 
per cent were active with the clinic one month after the study. There 
were five referrals made by the school to the clinic during the study. 
!/children's Medical Center 
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All five cases were children referred twice by the school. This indi-
cates that a good deal of the two and one-half hours of conference dis-
cussion time was used in referring or reactivating cases which required 
clinic services. There were only two out of sixteen school referrals 
where consultation services were sufficient and further service from the 
clinic was not indicated. 
The high correlation of school referrals, known to the clinic, 
active with the clinic and originally referred by the school, suggests 
that the school needs to use consultation as a support in handling chil-
dren in the school system during the long clinic process. It also sug-
gests the school's need to use consultation as a channel of communica-
tion for "feed back" to the school with clinic cases. 
Analysis of Source of Referral indicates that the School Adjust-
ment Counselors referred 51% of their cases because of their own concern, 
and 77% represented concern of both the School Adjustment Counselors and 
care-taking people contacted by the School Adjustment Gounselors in the 
school setting. The School Consultant made 44% of the clinic referrals 
for himself. Five school referrals were made at the request of the clinic, 
whereas one clinic referral was made at the request of the school. This 
indicates more the need of the clinic to have a channel of communication 
into the community to keep in touch with the ever-changing situation 
around the child, while the Clinic Consultant acted to give the consul-
tees direction in case planning and action help. There were eleven dif-
ferent care-taking roles represented by care-taking people making the 
total referrals. This indicates the use of the consultation as a focal 
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point to co-ordinate planning involving many care-taking people in the 
field of forces around the child. In that approximately 50% of the cases 
were introduced by the School Adjustment Counselors and the olinic School 
' Consultant, respectively, there is some indication that the consultation 
was used by both to clarify their respective perceptions of the child in 
the school setting. 
The analysis of Reasons for Referral indicates that the clinic 
group requested twice as many referrals from the school as the school 
group did from the clinic. This suggests that the school is used more 
by the clinic to secure information from the community, than the clinic 
is by the school. It is to be remembered that this conclusion pertains 
only to the category of the original inquiry and may not relate to in-
formation requested during discussion. The clinic referred more cases 
"to volunteer information" than did the school. This would be expected 
where the source of referral indicates there were a larger number and 
variety of care-taking resource people in the school than in the clinic. 
Also the fact that the conference took place in the clinic agency where 
information was available and could be secured immediately, may have been 
another factor in the higher percentage of clinic referrals introduced 
to volunteer information to the school. It indicates a readiness on the 
clinic's part to give information. Because of the proximity of the 
clinic records, and personnel, there is the possibility that information 
could be more readily secured by the clinic group during the discussion, 
rather than requiring a waiting period and a new inquiry at a second 
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conference referral. Both groups introduced the most referrals nto 
secure information for themselves." This averaged over 50% for both 
groups with the clinic a little higher. This certainly indicates that 
both groups needed to use the conference to have the opportunity to 
secure information from the other group. 
The Reason for School Referrals shows that seventeen out of the 
total twenty-two school referrals, or 77 per cent, were either active 
with the clinic or on the waiting list, with the number of cases about 
evenly divided between both categories. This indicates that the major 
concern of the school referrals, involved both cases which were active 
and on waiting lists in about equal proportions. 
The type of information requested by the school in their original 
inquiry, shows that the school group used the majority of referrals to 
secure diagnostic information, to check on referrals of parents to the 
clinic which were currently in process, and to give current news on de-
velopments known to the school. This indicates the school's interest in 
the psychological functioning of the child, or help with case insite and 
need for "feed back" information with cases which are in the process of 
referral, as well as a relationship with the clinic consultation staff 
whereby there is interest in supplying current school information. 
The Types of School Problems referred show more than 50% of the 
total school referrals, involved aggressive acting out children. Of the 
14 children where school behavior was mentioned, only two were described 
as passive. 
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On New School Information, the school group made four times more 
contributions than the clinic, with the School Consultant making the most 
contributions from the clinic conference staff. It is significant that 
the clinic staff and consultation social worker made no contributions. 
However in the area of New Home Information, the Conference Social Worker 
made the most contributions of the clinic conference staff, with the out-
side clinic staff making the next highest number of contributions. In 
the area of New Information on the Child, while the school made more than 
50% of the total contributions, the clinic's contributions significantly 
involved sources of information from a cross-section of all clinic func-
tions. These findings indicate the role boundary is well defined with 
the clinic staff, and all possible resource material was made available. 
There was a willingness on the part of the clinic to share psychiatric 
information. 
The consultations were almost exclusively used to discuss children 
who were very disturbed, and who were almost all known to the clinic, and 
active with the clinic. It is not known how many cases, involving mental 
health school problems, the School Adjustment Counselors are presently 
handling themselves directly in the school setting. Nor is it known how 
many cases in the School Gonsultant's case load result in enabling his 
consultees in the school system to better use their professional selves 
to solve the client's mental health problems without referral to an out-
side agency. The same unknown is true of the Mental Health Consultant's 
case loed with the school administration. 
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The findings of this study however do indicate the tremendous need 
for in-service school consultations in a psychiatric agency, where its 
administration and location is separate from the school system. Such in-
service school consultations are needed to support care-taking people 
around very disturbed children in school who are serious learning prob-
lems and very difficult to handle in the classroom. The school care-
taking people as members of a closer circle of care-taking people around 
the child, are a very rich resource in giving current information, and 
in acting as a go-between for the clinic, school, and parent with cases 
which are active with the clinic, or need quicker clinic attention. It 
would seem that in-service school consultations should be seriously con-
sidered as an essential and indispensable arm into the community for the 
therapy staff of a psychiatric agency which functions primarily in an 
isolated office setting rather than periodically penetrating the field of 
··forces in the community level. This would seem to be particularly neces-
sary during the periods of time that clinic cases are carried on waiting 
lists for various steps in the intake, diagnostic and treatment periods. 
It is interesting to note that there was no discussion of the school ad-
ministration considering removal of a child from school because of serious 
behavior problems, or consideration of use of a home teacher as an alter-
native to trying to meet the child's needs in school. The question arises 
as to whether the school percieves psychiatric services outside of the 
school setting as only a resource for the very disturbed child who be-
comes an annoying management and learning problem in the classroom 
setting. 
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There are indications of the need to clarify channels of communi-
cation and role boundaries between the School Consultant and the School 
Adjustment Counselors in their respective roles within the school setting. 
It is also possible that the School Adjustment Counselors see themselves 
only as an auxiliary arm of the clinic, rather than having both the re-
sponsibility, approval and permission of the school administration and 
clinic staff to take the initiative to gather exploratory material on 
children whom they recognize as disturbed, even if the teacher does seem 
to tolerate the child's behavior, be aware of or perhaps deny the child's 
problem, so that a crisis may not be involved for any one but the child. 
(See case6/where the brother was active with the clinic and School Con-
sultant. The sister showed identical behavior in the same school and 
was referred to the School Adjustment Counselor by the teacher. The 
School Adjustment Counselor did not pass information on to the School Con-
sultant until the teacher herself requested service from the School Con-
sultant. The School Consultant then made inquiry about the sister in the 
conference session.) 
There is the question also of the need for mass screening devices 
on the part of the school administration planning to determine the inci-
dence of disturbed children. This seems to be particularly important to 
reach the passive, withdrawn child who may be compliant enough not to 
create a crisis through acting out aggressive behavior. The child who 
day dreams, has a short span of attention, or is unable to concentrate 
6/case 9 and 10, page 80. 
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may be solving his conflicts in a less healthy way, than the child who is 
capable of expressing his feelings by aggressive acting out behavior as 
disturbing as this may be to the school. The majority of children re-
ferred to the consultations during this study were described in the 
aggressive rather than passive category. 
In the analysis of the source of referrals, the participation of 
principals and school nurses, who are within a very close circle of care-
taking people around the child, and who have direct first-hand contact 
and knowledge of the child's situation, was not indicated. The school 
nurse often visits in the home and the principal often of necessity has 
direct contact with the parents. This may be explained in this particu-
lar school setting by the deliberately planned split between the School 
Administration and the Guidance Department when the guidance program in-
volving the School Adjustment Counselor was originally set up ten years 
ago. Theoretically it was believed at that time that delegating respon-
sibility for behavior problems to District Principals rather than indi-
vidual Principals of each school, and making the School Adjustment Coun-
selor responsible only to the Director of Guidance rather than the Super-
intendant of Schools, would insure a channel of confidential communica-
tion for both teacher and parent to contact the School Adjustment Coun-
selor. Further study may indicate that teachers and parents do suffi-
ciently use this channel of communication to contact the School Adjustment 
Counselors, to warrant the split in administrative function. At the same 
time this necessitates elimination of both the individual school Principal 
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and possibly to some degree the School Nurse who was never mentioned as 
a source of referral in this study. 
Changes in Massachusetts laws during the last ten years in regard 
to compulsory psychological testing of Elementary School age children for 
special classes within the public school system, may of necessity have 
redefined the function of the Elementary School Adjustment Counselor as 
the person designated to do more psychological testing than when this 
program was originally set up. There may now be little time left because 
of the demands of the heavy psychological testing work load, for the 
School Adjustment Counselor to explore through contact with parents and 
teachers, the area of social and emotional disturbances of the child 
which they have knowledge of from direct observation but which has not 
been specifically referred to them. These are factors which a~e presently 
unknown and could only be determined from an exploratory study of intake 
by both School Adjustment Counselors and the School Consultant in the 
school setting. If it is true that the major purpose of consultation is 
to build a close relationship of trust between the consultant and consul-
tee, it would seem that a split between the Administration and the Gui-
dance Department in a school system might well be working against the 
goal of an integrated school Mental Health program which would eventually 
reach the people at the bottom of the pyramid of care-taking people who 
are closest to the child. This is the goal of consultation as one tool 
in the field of preventative psychiatry. The question arises of how many 
potential care-taking people and how many disturbed children, ar~ t~ 
three auxiliary clinic services to the school reaching? ~~~ 
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APPENDIX A 
SCHEDULE OF DATA FINDINGS 
1. Total Referrals 
A. Number of children referred 
Age and Grade 
Number of duplicate referrals 
1. Original Status of School Referrals 
2. Change of Status of School Referrals 
3. Type of Problem of School Referrals 
School Referrals known to clinic a month after study 
2. Sources of Referrals 
3. Reasons for Referrals 
4. Types of School Problems 
5. Activity during Conference 
A. Amount of Participation by Groups 
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APPENDIX B 
INTAKE 
A. Total Referrals 
By School 22 
By Clinic 9 
B. Total Duplicate Referrals 
By School 7 
By Clinic 2* 
c. Total Number of Children Referred 
By School 16 
By Clinic 8 
* One case originally referred by School. 
-** One case mentioned by both. 
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31 
9 
22 
(-1=15)*''f-
(-1=7)•'* 
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Date ----·-----------
N&n::e ------------·---·~---- Date oi' Birth • -·--·--· Age ·-·---
When durinJ; the day mey be 
Address-~-------·-·-<·· .. ·-~~~·= Telo -~-= called 
·~·--·--·- Occupation ----------···---
'1ot.her 0 s name (gu.IU'd.,) ------·---Occupation·-----------
3iblingeg _oldel-: gr.ade or occupation 
---~·~------------- -----
:ichool -------------------- Grade ----- Hepeated t!,l"l;:ldes -----
reacher ---------------------------------
~acQ~eyemrQl for presept scb,ool X:«'J!£ 
··-------~-··----
~History 
3ion (M .. V.T.) 
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-----------------------------------------------------------
U'ing (Audioo) 
------c-=-------------------------------------------------------------------
> e and 'l'hroa t 
-----------------------------------------------------------
lrt 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ter known serious tllnesses or defects 
------------------------------------------------
•rition 
---------·--------·------------------------· ---------~~-----,---............. --
~anliness "-----------------------------------.or..--.-~ 
St·hool 
~-=------------~---------~-----=r.----------------------------------------·------~~-~-~·~~ 
APPENDIX C (concluded) 101 
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APPENDIX D 
NUMBER OF CHILD~~: AGE AND GRADE 
No. of No. of 
Age Children Grade Children 
6 4 1 4 
7 2 2 3 
8 2 3 3 
9 3 4 4 
10 4 5 3 
11 2 6 1 
12 1 7 3 
13 3 8 1 
1 0 
1 1 
APPENDIX E 
TYPES OF SCHOOL PROBLEMS.: 
OVERT CLASSROON BEHAVIOR OF 22 CHILDREN 
Overt Behavior (Individual Cases) 
A. Classroom Behavior 
1. .Aggressive 
(a) Demanding 
(b) Resents Authority 
(1) Destruction 
(2) Antagonistic 
(c) Hyperactive 
(d) Impulsive 
(e) School phobia 
2. Passive 
(a) Passively resistant 
(b) Passive (strange) 
3. Total 
B. Behavior not Described 
1. Not a problem 
2. Not mentioned 
3. No longer a problem 
4. Not specified 
5. Total 
c. Total Cases Nentioned 
Overt Behavior 
D. Organic damage 
1. Classroom behavior 
(a) Passively resistant 
(b) Impulsive 
(c) Passive, strange 
(d) Not mentioned 
3 
3 
2 
6 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
2 
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12 
2 
14 
8 
22 
2. Source 
(a) 
APPID~DIX E (concluded) 
of Evidence 
Intake 
School achievement 
School behavior 
tests 
(b) c.M.c. medical and neurological 
and school behavior 
(c) Clinic diagnostic 
School tests (wide scatter) 
School behavior 
(d) Aphasia study 
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